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Purpose and Scope of Study

The Central Intelligence Agency's performance

in its role of support to the Warren Commission 

has been a source of(controversy since\ tne
-Py-PlfceTi 

incept-i-en -of-^he Wayyen. Coimiimon. Critics

have repeatedly, charged that the CIA participated

in a conspiracy designed to suppress information 

relevant to the assassination of President Kennedy,

During 1976 the< ^ritic’^o 
------

assertions were the subject of official inqiilry 

by the Senate Select Committee to Study

Governmental Operations. The 

SSC, in its report regarding "The Investigation 

of the Assassination of President John F. Kennedy:

Performance of the Intelligence Agencies" reached 
.-P'/n<X./z>.5u

the following oona-lusien:

The Committee emphasizes that it has 
not uncovered any evidence sufficient 
to justify a conclusion that there was 
a conspiracy to assassinate President 
Kennedy. . .. .

The Committee has, however, developed 
evidence which impeaches the process
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By which the intelligence agencies 
arrived at their own conclusions
about the assassination, and by 
which they provided information 
to the Warren Commission. This
evidence indicates that the. 
investigation of the assassina
tion was deficient and that facts 
which might have substantially 
affected the course of the inves
tigation were not provided the £
Warren Commission or those individuals within theEBJ«-^dd^ 
the CIA, as well as .ether ^gencies ■ 
of Goverment. who^were charged 
.with^.'trfFestigatiwgtRS* ,ia«;sassina-

Thi^C£umaiXtae--h'as^sought to examine in

greater detail the general findings of the SSC. 

The Committee has particularly focused its attention 

on the specific issue of whether the CIA. or any 

employee or former employee of the CIA misinformed, 

or withheld information relevant to the assassina

tion of President Kennedy from the Warren 

Commission. In addition, the Committee has 

attempted to determine whether, if the Warren 

Commission was misinformed or not made privy to

information relevant to its investigation, 

the misinforming or withholding of

evidence from the Warren Commission was the
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result of a conscious intent to do so by the 

Agency or its employees.

QT) The Committee has sought to examine the 

issue detailed above in both an objective 

and disciplined manner. In order to accomplish 

this goal the Committee has utilized a 1977

Reppr; the CIA’^ljsspe5gsfca3®®s@aff^?crl 
A

is 'Report was highly critical of

th §C findings^and asserted that the SSC 

Final Report conveyed(ja.n) impression of limited 

effort by the CIA to assist the Warren Commission

in its work. The pi 1SR was in fundamental

disagreement with this characterization of the

SSC findings and noted 

collect information in

that "CIA did sejek-^ncT

supporf'Of/the Warren

Commission. Additionally, it conducted studies

reports."and submitted special analyst

(7# R^TntTndiifffirm bn Tab ..-z

In order to demonstrate further the scope

of support provided by the CIA to the Warren 

Commission, the 77 contained a comprehensive

listing of CIA generated material made available

. A';
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to both the U.S. Intelligence Community and 

the Warren Commission regarding the assassina

tion of President Kennedy. In this respect,
the Committee agrees with the1 'll jSst^herein

it is stated that "This compiliation (of

CIA generated material) is appropriate to

consideration of the extent of the CIA effort,,-*"'

that it reveals something 'of

the result.s^ofthat effortZ" (77 Introduction

to the extent

to Tab E)

examining the Agency's comprehensive

listing of CIA generated material referenced above 

the Committee has paralied its review to the 

structure given to these materials by the 77 56R-.
JIn this regard the ^77 ICH details four inter

related compilations of Kennedy assassination 

materialI (These four compilations are:A;

1) Agency dissemination of information 

to the Intelligence Community (Formal 

and Informal Disseminations)

j 2) Dissemination of material to the

Warren Commission
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Agency dissemination to the FBI et al3)

regarding rumors and allegations 

regarding President Kennedy’s 

assassination

4) Memorandum submitted by CIA to the

Warren Commission on Rumors and"

Allegations Re

Assassinati 77 Introduction

to Tab

In reviewing these comoilations
the Committee focused upon those

CIA materials -whioh the ^77 iGl^documented as having 
A

written form to the Warrenmade available in

Commission.

During the course of this study, additional

Agency files have been reviewed. These files have

been examined in an effort to resolve certain

issues created by the review of the Agency’s

compilations discussed in this report. Where

apparent gaps existed in the written record

files have been requested and reviewed in an effort

to resolve these gaps. Where significant substantive

Classification:
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issues have arisen related to the kind and

quality of information provided the Warren

Commission, files have also been requested and

reviewed in an effort to resolve these issues

As a result, approximately thirty files, comprising r

an approximate total of ninety volumes of 

material have been examined and analyzed 

in preparation of this report.

The findings set forth herein are subject 

tQflfmodification due to the following considera'-r~^>

ftions.') During the course of the past fifteen 

years, the CIA has generated massive amounts of 

information related to the assassination of

President Kennedy. Irt—spiLe oi'-'tlfe ’ Ag'e’Wcy**s

documents requested by this Committee for study 

and analysis have nOfbeen located. Whether these 

documents merely have been filed incorrectly or

destroyed, gaps in the written record still do
990005exist.
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relevancy adopted by the CIA and this Committee, 

certain files requested by the Committee for 

review : • •

. ~ . . .... ' have been made available to
the Committee in a sanitized fashion^ Therefore, 

to the degree reflected by the Agency’s denial 

of access and/or santization of certain materials, 

this study's conclusions are based upon the 

best evidence available to the Committee through 

this may not be all relevant evidence to which 

the Agency has access.

One must, moreover, give due consideration 

to the role that oral discussions, oral briefings, 

and meetings of Warren Commission and CIA 

representatives may have played in the supply of 

assassination-related information by the CIA to 

the Warren Commission. The subject and substance 

of these discussions?’ briefings, and meetings 

may not always be reflected by the written 

record made the . subject of this study. 

Therefore, .the Committee has conducted interviews,

depositions and executive session hearings with
0000'

A - f „
V'ilcs n i rvj to ;v£x.r.o.Tc
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former or present CIA representatives in anI 
I
I

I

I

effort to resolve questions that are not 

addressed by the written record.^-yThe results

of the Committee’s efforts to chronicle this

aspect of the working relationship between the

Warren Commission and the CIA will be a subject

for discussion herein._____ ___ _ _—------- - '

Q_In additidh^ this report will examine the

following subjects generated by the Committee’s 
study zfas^outlined aboveT) in the following general

order of discussion:

I 1) the organization of the CIA’s investigation 

of President Kennedy’s assassination;

2) the working relationship of the Warren 

Commission staff and those CIA representatives 

concerned with'the Warren Commission inquiry;

3) the standards of investigative cooperation 

which-the Warren Commission staff believed

to govern the quality and quantity of 

information supplied by the CIA to the 

Warren Commission;
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4) the CIA’s concern for protection of its 

sensitive sources and methods and the 
Qcon^quenb effects of this concern

upon the Warren Commission investigation; 

and
l_oj 5) the substance and quality of information

concerning Luisa Calderon passed to the 

Warren Commission and the results of this 

Committee's investigation of Calderon 

and her significance to the events of 

November 22, 1963.

II. ‘ tct*  Co■>->-> । Try-

Information Made Available by CIA to Warren
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I
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_L. Organization of CIA Investigation

of President Kennedy's Assassination

\

t
I
I

' | In his Executive Session testimony before the Select

Committee, Richard Helms, the CIA's Deputy Director for 

Plans during 1963, described the CIA's role in the 

investigation of President Kennedy's assassination as 

follows:

( r'Vj This crime was committed on United

States soil. Therefore, as far as the 

Federal government was concerned, the pri

mary investigating agency would have been 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation without 

any question. The role of the CIA would 

have been entirely ’supportive in the sense 

of what material we are (sic) able to 

acquire outside the limits of the United 

States with reference to the investigation.

... For investigative purposes, the Agency
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had no investigative role inside the United

States at all. So when I used here the

word "supportive," I meant that in the 

literal sense of the term. We are (sic)

trying to support the FBI and support the

Warren Commission and be responsive to 

their requests, but we were not initi^ing 
any investigations of our own or,^to»4ny^

recollection, were weaver a^edRttj*.

(Executive Session Testimony of Richard

Helms, 8/9/78, pp. 17-18.)

On November 23, 1963 Helms called a meeting of se

level CIA officials to outline the Agency’s investig

^ssc 1<~ of#'t i ve^gestOffSd
took V, p. 25.) At that time, Helms placed John Scelso, 

„ Branch h£§f for CIA opera ti-ons in'~McKi-eo^—Gentral

fc-M-ty vis a vis the assassination

and-Panoma

investigat.ive---ef£orts.~ (HSCA Class. Deposition of John

celso
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of Richard Helms, 8/9/78, p. 10.)

Scelso testified before the <§elec

that he was given charge of the Agency's investigation 

on the basis of two considerations: l)?his prior

experience in conducting major CIA security investi- 
-4-o Cl4r

gations and 2) the observance of Oswald by-GIA‘ z. 

survei-llnncc—irr Mexico^ (Scelso' s operational c 

less than two months prior to the assassinatio

cern)
KBS**

(SSC

Book V, p. 25, HSCA Class. Deposition of John Scelso 

5/16/70, pp. 111-112. ; J Scelso also noted that 

during’ thecourse of his investigative efforts, Helms 

did not pressure him to ve

theories"~hdr reach conclusions within a set pe^iodr'df^
c"pep.*4  T

/time^.x Executive- Ses q ion Toot

* Raymond Rocca, Chief of Research and Analysis for 
CIA's Counterintelligence Staff characterized Scelso's 
responsibility not as a mandate to investigate but 
rather to "coordinate traffic (code facilitation, 
telegram or telegraphic consideration) for working 
with the DDP with respect to what was being done over 
the whole world..." (HSGA Ciaooifiurd^ Deposition o£

ererred to this'
/thelGPFLOOR.phased (Ibid.)
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Scelso described in detail to the Committee the

manner in which he conducted the Agency's investiga

tion:

...practically my whole Branch participated 
in the thing. We dropped almost everything 
else and I put a lot of my officers to work 
in tracing names, analyzing files.
We were flooded with cable traffic, with 

reports, suggestions, allegations from all 
over the world, and these things had to b^z 
checked out. We were checking outrjlist doz- 

^.and-dozens—of^’peopl^-alX-thjeu-time^ (HSCA Cl 
Q Deposition of John Scelso, 5/16/70, p. 131)

6/20/78, p. 7, 527g. Mser^^MFeel^
01^73$

Characterized his functions with respect to the Agency
as follows:

(This footnote — Footnote X-z — continues 
on bottom of page 5)

Classification:

Ct05J3 Classified by derivation: 

* - During the course of the Agency's invetigation, Liaison

with the FBI was handled for the CIA by Neal.
^Ibid. p. SOkjC^Ct the time of the assassinatTiph^Mr. 1 O*Meal,

a former FBI agent/,was Chief of the Special Investigations - 

Group of the CIA's Counterintelligence_ Staff. kJH8Cgr ei'assirfied^ 

Deposition ofxBixoh oniutrt/V
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Scelso stated during his testimony that CIA 

field stations worldwide were alerted to the Agency’s 

investigation "and the key stations were receiving

tips on the case, most of which were phony. We did not 

send out instructions saying- 

the investigation.(Ibid. p. 13

•body participq,

It was his

recollection, howeve ghout his tenure as

coordinator of the Agency's investigation, the-Me«ie®

City S-ha<-4-en was the only CIA (field station directly

Footnote * — continued from bottom of page 4.

I knew that we £at CIA^ did not have the 
basic responsibility for investigating the 
assassination of the President. If there was 
a crime commited in the course of this activity, 
-(-sic) it belonged to the FBI. I recognized that 
it was our responsibility to give the fullest 
cooperation to the FBI to protect the Agency 
with regard to any aspects of our operations, 
you understand, and at the same time giving them 
cooperation, and Iwas in close contact with Mr. 
Sam Papich £bf the FBI}, and always fully co
operated, and he always fully cooperated with me. 
(Ibid. p. 52.)

(p^Neal>jioted that his office (CI/SIG) at the direction of 

the Chief of Counterintelligence, James Angletonzwas 

designated the central point for collection of assassination- 

related information made available to the FBI. (Ibid. pp. 52-53.

000013
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involved in investigatory>activitiesfii*rglated  to President 
*

Kennedy’s assassination! (Ibid.)

issued a summary report which described Oswald’s 

activities in Mexico City from September 26, 1963

October 3, 1963.

as incomplete by

Scelso characterized the summary report 

comparison to assassination-related

information then

to CIA until Late Dec. 1963

available to the FBI ..but not provi

(CIA(Ibid

Document Report by John Scelso to C/CI 

Following issuance of this report, Helms shifted

responsibility for the CIA’s investigation of President

Kennedy1 s as sassinati-Gn—te-»tehe-^_Counterintelligence

Staff^XlHSCA Classified Deposition of John Seel 

5/16/78, p. 136, ^jef. HSCA Classified Deposition of

Raymond Rocca, 7/17/78, p. 15 wherein Rocca states that 

responsibility shifted from Scelso to CI Staff on

January 12, 1964.) Helms testified that t Ki s “shift in

4* Approximately two days after President Kennedy's 
assassination, Scelso prepared a summary report, 
provided to Preshient Johnson by Helms. This report 
adopted tho^a^s-f^Lon that Oswald probably was a lone 
assassin who had no visible ties to Soviet or Cuban 
intelligence though such ties could not be excluded 
fromconsi j
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responsibility was a logical development because the

investigation had begun to take on broader tones.

(Executive Session Testimony of Richard Helms, /9/78,

p. 14, see also HSCA Classified Deposition of John

Scelso, 5/16/78, p. 138.) \
_  
was expanded upon by Raymond(M'l 

Rocca Jk who testified

Helms'*  reasoning

shift in responsibility

before the Committee that the

described by Helms was caused

in part by the establishment of the Warren Commission/

(HSCA Classified Deposition of Raymond Rocca, pp. 12-13.)

Rocca added

It was entirely appropriate in the 
^GPFLOOR phase that he (Scelso) would 
/have that (responsibility for the Agency 
/ investigation.) But the minute you had 

a commission set up outside the line 
obviously had to be the Director, and from 
the Director to his Chief of Operations 
overseas, because the spread involved 
then all of the divisions. Here you had 
Mr. (Scelso) being., asked to sign off on 
cables that had to do with the Netherlands., 
with U.K., with'Australia*,  and it would 
have seemed to me utterly admini stratively 
gjLmpl-y—a-“hybr‘i'd'"mons.texL^JfHSCA Classified 
Deposition of R. Rocca, 7/17/78, p. 12.).^

/

James Angleton^supported Rocca's belief that "the

spread / (of investigative responsibility)i _„.involved

c

k, 0 &F jSBF a
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all of the (CIAj divisions." Angleton testifed 

to this Committee that the Agency’s efforts to 

gather and coordinate information related to 

the assassination underwent a metamorphic 

transition. Initially, Angleton noted, the 

Director, Deputy Director, Division Chiefs and 

Case Officers approached Warren Commission, 

requirements in a piecemeal fashion. However, 

Angleton testified the Agency was eventually 

able to focus its resources to avoid duplication 

of effort and provide a system for the central

referencing of assassination related information . . O
*• j I

as such information was developed.

f' Classified Deposition of James Angleton, 
f
| 10/5/78, pp. 76-77, see also HSCA Classified
I Deposition of Raymond Rocca, fi/Yl/TS,

p. 23.)
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The record reveals that during

of CIA information collection efforts

the Warren Commisssion investigation

this second phase

in support of

the concentration

of

of

in

Agency resources shifted in emphasis from exploration

Oswald's activities in Mexico City to his residency 

the Soviet Union during 1959-1962 and possible

association with the Soviet intelligence appar us

(Ibid., pp.32-3 3,44,Executive Session of Testimonyj^i

Richard Helms, 8/9/78, p. 23./) Hocca commented

. that during'~tSis’ phase"'priniSry interest in support of the 

Warren Commission was to (follow-up oh Soviet leads(^ 

l' on the assumption that a person who spends 

four years*$in  the Soviet Union, under his

circumstances, had to be of specific interest

to Soviet State security and their collateral 
/'lf<

authorities. ^>(HSCA Classified Deposition of

aymond Rocca, pp. 32-33
Therefore7*̂I^banjdhelude37"the  areas the CIA tended

to concentrate on concerned the Soviets:

000017
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*The following exchange between Mr. Rocca and Committee
Counsel sheds further light on the d-arff-rcuities—encountered 
by-4&e-AgencyXrela4=ed~Hxr~rts investigation of possible 
Cuban involvement in the assassination:

Mr. Goldsmith. Earlier, when I asked you which 
areas of the case received emphasis, I believe that you 
indicated that on balance the primary area of emphasis 
was the Soviet connection.

Mr. Rocca. That was certainly the one that I would 
say dominated — looking at it from my point of view.

Mr. Goldsmith. Now, had you known about the anti
Castro assassination plots on the part of the CIA, would 
you have given more priority, more emphasis, to the 
possibility of a Castro conspiracy to kill the President?

Mr. Rocca. Again, I say that it would have 
simply intensified it, that there was attention given 
to it, not particularly by the staff. I had no capabilities 
on the Cuban side.

The organization of their service and their 
operation in Mexico was something entirely entirely (sic) 
within — it was an enigma at the time. They were just 
getting started. This was W^iLs area. This was *W±fl  

area of proficiency.) So the defectors had only 
begun to come out and they/came out later, the Cuban 
defectors.

Cl £ <■'? y nj/
So, I can’t — I real’ly ca7ff*'tr~s-ay-~t-ha±^Ca)  the 

Cuban connection was ignored, because it wasn't. The 
press was filled with it at the time.

The Harker interview should have been undoubtedly 
given greater attention in a generalized sense; but it 
was given specific attention, I was told at the time of 
the Rockefeller thing.

Mr. Goldsmith. In what way was the Cuban connection 
investigated?

Mr. Rocca. I don't know. I don't know this. 
That side of the report strikes me as being inadequate.

— i Classified by derivation: ___________
. 20c(/r»3S I Classified by derivation: ________ ____ i
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Mr. Goldsmith. Well, when I said to what extent 
was the Cuban connection investigated, I don't mean by 
the Warren Commission. I mean to what extent did the 
Agency provide —

Mr. Rocca. That I can't answer. I certainly 
didn't do it.

Mr. Goldsmith. Pardon me?

Mr. Rocca. We certainly didn't, in R & A.

Mr. Goldsmith. So, CI/R & A did not —

Mr. Rocca. Go into the Cuban side of it at all.
This was something left to the people who were concerned 
specifically with Cuban intelligence and security operation.

II

Mr. Goldsmith. But I believe earlier we 
established that Mr. Helms gave orders that information 
pertinent to the assassination was to go through your 
office, correct?

Mr. Rocca. Yes.

Mr. Goldsmith. And once information pertinent 
to the assassination went through your office, I take (it) 
you or Mr. Helms would decide what information would 
be relevant for the Warren Commission to see.

Is that correct? I
Mr. Rocca. Well —
Mr. Goldsmith. Based upon what you knew?

Mr. Rocca. Well, everything would go, yes.

Mr. Goldsmith. Therefore, you were in the 
position, it would seem, to know what information was 
being generated in the field that was going to the 
Warren Commission.

Earlier I asked you which area received emphasis 
and I believe you indicated that the Soviet area (did).

nj pert
”VI * ’Ll u I. Classified by derivation: _________ ‘
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Mr. Rocca. Primarily, primarily. But I didn't 
mean by that that it excluded the Cuban, because there 
was a lot of material that came through and went to the 
Commission that concerned the Cubans.

f • 4

Mr. Goldsmith. Let's go off the record. V1

\ (Discussion off the record.)

Mr. Goldsmith. Let's continue.

Mr. Rocca. My recollection is that at the time 
the great press manifestation was that Cuban exiles who 
were in touch with CIA had been somehow involved in this. 
This was the great concern.

Mr. Goldsmith. That's another possibility. ...
There are different —

Mr. Rocca. Questions went down to (WH>/\ do you 
have anybody who could possibly have gotten involved in 
this kind of thing.

There was extraordinary diligence, I thought, 
exercised to try to clarify that side.

Mr. Goldsmith. Do you think that the possibility 
of an assassination plot by Castro against the President 
was adequately investigated?

(Pause)

Mr. Rocca. With the advantages of 20-20 hind
sight, I could say probably not. But at the time it seems 
to me that they gave due attention to it :— within the
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10/5/78

with

Oswald. . (Angleton, p. 86)^ e~stated—for-the—record

Warren—Commission'■s-investigatiSiT'

(with -the- Ci-AJs-supp"Or'tj of'’ po s s ib l e Cuban involvement

in.the-as s assinat'i’on’:

I personally believe that the United

States intelligence services did not 

have the capabilities to ever come to 

an adjudication (of the Cuban aspect).

I don't think the -capabilities were^Kere;

TCSt^’XIassT^e^’D^osItion of James Angleton,

93)

jSBr
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As noted above, the CI Staff assumed responsibility 

in late December 1963 - early January 1964 for the 

coordination of CIA efforts to assist the Warren

Commission in its investigation. At that time, Raymond

Rocca, /Chief of Research and Analysis for CI Staff,.

was designated p.oi-ntr~o'f ",contact with,.the Wgrren*

Commis s ion. U HSGA^Glac si f i cd- Pepo j i Lim ■(fames

p. 77.) Rocca’s Research and

Analysis component was concerned with:

intelligence, analytical 
which meant all source, all

"analytical 
brainpower, 
overt source comprehension; a study of 
cases that had ceased to occupy opera
tional significance, that is, closed cases, 
to maintain the ongoing record of overall 
quality and quantity of counterintelligence 
being performed by the entire DDP operational^* ’ 

_^oinponente4 r̂...-^j^peputy.,Director for * 
/ (HSCA Classified Deposition of R. Rocca,'
^/17/78J;7See also HSCA Classified Deposition 
of James Angleton, 10/5/78, p. 77.)

Mr. Rocca’" testif ied '“tfialT^assS'ssTffa^rbh-related

information generated by CIA components was directed 

to his staff (as designated point of contact with the

Warren Commission) in. the normal flow of day to day
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Ck < f * ‘r-9CC r? /' VI
work (■fijid., pp. 16-17.) This information was 

reviewed oy RoccaTor his assistants who included /~ 

Thomae - Hail-^ (Soviet Expert) / ^aui-'Ha-rtman z( general /

then

1

research and search man for the U.S. Intelligence

Community and its resources^’, and Ar-thur-Beeley (who

had transferred to the CIA from the FBI a number of 

years prior to the assassination)(Ibid. p. 17.) j

During the course of the Warren Commission investi-
+ ^'J'' c\f s-p

gation,H-aiA-r—worked with those

CIA divisions^producing substantive_information 
' S' ■ — if

the assassination/ (Ibid.)related to

Mr. Rocca testTFieB that even though

I
1

CI/R&A was the Agency’s point of reference with regard

to the Warren Commission, neither his staff nor the

CI staff in general displaced the direct relations of

Mr. Helms or any other concerned Agency official with 
the JWarren_Commission. ^7lbid.; Rocca testified that neither 

CI Staff nor his staff displaced the CIA’s Soviet 

Division (represented by D*wid-^4ucphy , Chief of the



its contact with the Commission; nor did CI/R&A

displace John Scelso in his contact with the Warren
Commissioru^Rocca^ttestified^  that in some instances 

--- --------------- ,
J. Lee Rankin of the Warren Commission would go directly

to Helms with requests, and in other instances David

Slawson, a Commission Staff counsel, conferred directly

with TW-flaTT" of Rocca's staff. ((Ibid. p. 36f)

The record reveals that on certain issues of

particular sensitivity Rocca was not permitted to act

as the Agency's point of contact with the Warren Commission.

He testified that "compartmentalization was observed

notwithstanding thg fact that I was tbs working level 

point of contact.fHSCA Classified Deposition of Raymond 
------------------------------------------------- . ........................ 1

* Although James Angleton functioned as Rocca's direct
superior during the course of the Warren Commission * (
investigation, he did not participate on a regular
basis in the Agency's efforts to supply substantive

aS information to the Warren Commission nor did he deali^^^y^'*' ’''^ Ty. 
on a direct basis with Warren Commission represen£a-^ v
tives. (excepting Allen Dulles on an unofficial^fiasis;

(5^V<a‘v ' HSCA Ciasrsi'fx'ed Deposition of Raymond Rocca,*1^/17/78^  ||
---- p-.—17-1-8-p HSGA-CAwwia.fAod Deposition of James Angletorf^ fl 

10/5/78, p. 78-^) However, Angleton testified to this "
■Coifimittee that he did attempt to keep apprised of 
developments as the investigation progressed through 
consultation with Rocca. (HSCA Claoaifjed DeposiLi-on-of 
James Angle ton?—i-fl/-5/-7-8, p'T~81)

V2" - ae
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►y derivation:
Dy derivation:

Ibid.)

Rocca , p. 18) 5cca cited by way of example 

the case of the Soviet defector Nosenko. Rocca

testified that he did not attend any of the A

discussions^ pertaining to Nosenko’s case
Rather, ^as it affected the Warren Commission investi

gation^ ^responsibility for the Nosenko case^was

C$5 4 v ! &'-'r 'assigned to vl'i2~MU'rphy, ChrS^o^SR Division, in
addition to Richard Helm^/.^5-k'<<A') J

Cw) mail intercept programRocca described the CI staff

HTLINGUAL,as a second example of an

about which he had no knowledge nor

Agency matter

Commissionthe W

■Janies Angle ton and-Bi-rch

OJ-NeaT*  handled .the ^.disposition of this particular, 
material (HSCA Classified Deposition of J. Scelso,

5/16/78, p. 113, wherein Scelso states that CI Staff 

including D'Wdl, WaSC repository of HTLINGUAL intercepts;



Slasafagtia??— s
fthii feFR? it 18 fef O1 fa rflBW M8i$ 
tram

In summary, it was Rocca's testimony that an internally

decentralized information reporting function best

characterized the organization of this second phase

of the Agency's investigat.iv-e—efforts to assis
H ft C fafiT u'f fit, i *?//  //

the Warren Commission (Ibid., p. 10; HSCA Classified

Deposition of James Angleton, 10/5/78, p. 75, 80.

See also CIA Doc. Rocca Memo for Record, 1 April 1975,

Subject: Conversation with David W. Belin, April 1, 
? 6^ 197^/, wherein it is stated that Helms remained senior

official in charge of the overall investigation, 

with CI staff acting as a coordinator and repository 

of information collected.) ' /

I
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»

Regarding Warren Commission-CIA Relationship

The Committee has contacted both representatives of 

the Warren Commission staff and those representatives of 

the CIA who played significant roles in providing CIA- 

generated information to the Warren Commission.. The 

general consensus of these representatives is that the 

Warren Commission and the CIA enjoyed a successful S' 

working relationship during the course of the Commission' s 

investi-gatioirr^CHSCA Class. Depo. of R. Rocca 7/17/78, y 

p. 18) (See also Exec. Sess. Test, of Richard Helms,/ 

8/9/78, ^24y William Coleman, a senior staff counsel 

fortHeTWarren Commission who worked closely with Warren 

Commission staff counsel W. David Slawson on matters 

which utilized the CIA’s resources, characterized 

I 
I
I

I

I
the CIA representatives with whom he dealt as 

highly competent, cooperative, and intelligent.^.,-— 

[See HSCA staff interview of William Colemaji, 

8/2/78.Mr. Slawson expressed a similar opinion 

regarding the Agency’s cooperation and quality
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I 
F

I 
I

I

(Executive Session Testimony of W.

' David Slawson, 11/15/77, p. 17;, see also JFK

^j^J. Lee Rankin, 

: Warren Commission,

General Counsel for the

testified that the Warren

Commission and its staff were assured by the CIA 

that the Agency would cooperate in the

work.? HSCA Class. Depo. of J. Lee Rankin

8/17/78, p. 9)

8/7/78, p.4; HSCA Class. Depo. of John McCone,

John McCone, Director of Central Intelligence

at the time of President Kennedy's assassination

and during the Warren Commission investigation, 

supported Mr. Rankin's testimony in this regard 

by characterizing the CIA's work vis-a-vis 

the Warren Commission-as both responsive and. 
compr ehens ive^fHSCA Class. Depo. of John

\McCone, 8/17/78, p. 5) J4r. McCone was responsible 
\ ___for ensuring that all relevant matters were
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conveyed by the^ZATI^^the^Var  r en Commission. 

'TlbidTT^pp. 5^6^ In this regard, Mr. McCone

testified-Ehat:
The policy of the CIA was to give the Warren 
Commission everything that we had. I 
personally asked Chief Justice Warren to 
come to my office and took him down to the
vault of our building where our information is 
microfilmed and stored and showed him the 
procedures that we were following and the 
extent to which we were giving him — giving 
his staff everything tha>-we had,

x he was quite satisfied./^ (Ibid. , p.^9)-^? **—
C*°)  as (I b<a d.> -h°IIj.

^i+'K aJ( ’i’7ar^e<hn,^)mma5s^rSn'^B* Relevant

Materials Be Made Promptly Available By

CIA To Warren Commission

v ' Mr. Raymond Rocca, ■ t/s- o"f Cifl
.4 •

>i<a
1 the Warren Commission investigation,

Characterized the Agency's role as one/of

full support to the Warren Commission. Mr.

Rocca< who served as the Chief of the Research and
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Analysis Divison for the Counter-Intelligence

Staff ..of the CIA/ stated under oath that

Richard Helms had given the following 

directive:

4-.L$Li-material bearing in- any way that 
could be of assistance to the 
Warren Commission should be seen by Cl^r 
staff and R A and marked for us. He 
issued very, very strictly worded 
indications — they were verbal in so 
far as I.,.know — that we were to leave,,ng 

z^stone unturned7"*" “ 
\ (HSCA Class. Depo. of Raymond'TRocca/^
XJ/17/78, p. 24)

CibastffcalaMto
i l- u j. C. BerkI glassified by dews*®*  '



Classification:

Mr. Roc^flisa^^s W0^®dMr. Helms'
_ from CIA—controlled documents.)ers were followed to the letter by all CIA employees.

bid. p. 24.B Mr. Rocca concluded that on this basis:

'as to turn over and to develop any information

bearing on the assassination that could be of assistance

to the Warren Commission." Ibid., p.

A different view of the CIA's role regarding the

supply of CIA's information to the Warren Commission was

propounded by Richard, Helms. Mr. Helms, who served as

the CIA's Deputy Director for Plans during the Warren

Commission investigation was directly responsible for the

CIA's investigation of President Kennedy's assassination
i .Ay v o. r iS n C mi 4$ « • n .

‘(Ibid., p. 23.y- He testified to the Committee that the zfi

made every effort to be as responsive as possible 
Warren- Commission requests(^*"(Exec . Sess. Text, of Richard 

'11 ....................S. , . --------
Helms, 8/9/78, p. 10. . Helms added further testimony

regarding the manner in which the CIA provided its infor

mation to the Warren Commission. He stated:

An inquiry would come over (from the Warren Com
mission) . We would attempt to respond to it. 
But these inquiries came in individual bits and 
pieces or as_ individual_JLtems. . .Each individual 
item that-^came along we^tSS^ care of as best we 
could. Q^Ibid. , pp. 10

I . However, it was Mr. Helms' recollection that the CIA

provided information to the Warren Commission primarily

Classification: 0BGC.32
Classified by derivation: 
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from CIA—controlled documents.)
oath he supported this proposition:

Mr. Go Id snti th: In summary, is it your position that 
the Agency gave the Warren Commission 
information only in response to speci
fic requests by the Warren Commission?

Mr. Helms: That is correct.

I want to modify that by saying that 
memory is fallible. There may have been 
times or circumstances under which some
thing different might have occured, but 
my recollection is that we were attempting 
to be'responsive and supportive to the 
FBI and the Warren Commission. When 
they asked for something we gave it to

• them.

As far as our volunteering information 
is concerned, I have no recollection of , 

^^wHether~we^vQlunteered it or nqt^.^^,, ^7 
Ibid., p.

Mr. Helms' characterization of fulfilling Warren 

Commission requests on a caseAbasis rather than uniformly 

volunteering relevant information to the Warren Commission 

stands in direct opposition to J. Lee Rankin's perception 

of the CIA's investigative responsibility. Mr. Rankin was 

asked by Committee Counsel whether he worked under the 

impression that the Agency's responsibility was simply to 

respond to questions that were addressed to CIA by the 

Warren Commission. In response, Mr. Rankin testified as 

follows:

Not at all and if anybody had told me that I 
would have insisted that the Commission com
municate with the President and get a different 
arrange^r^sljpj^aj^gfWe might not ask the right

SECR.il j ’000033
1 Classified by derivarion: _ ____________
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questions and then we would not have the 
information and, jtKaJL-Would be absurd.—' 
’iHSCA Class. Depo. of J. Lee Rankin 
8/17/78, p. 4)

Mr. Slawson added support to Rankin’s position

testifying that Warren Commission requests to the CIA

were rarely specific. "The request was made initially

that they give us all information pertinent to the^t

assassination investigation." J(Exec. Sess. Test, of

W. David Slawson, 11/15/77, p. 29)

unfortunate consequence*  of en
C I H -+-o C,am i+K Cc.i« Vtt.'Vf

CIA I -

subsequent exposure of the CIA’s anti-Castro 

assassination plots^yjSSC Book V) see also (AJ^eged 

Assassination Plots Involving Foreign Leaders, Interim

the

Report, SSC, 11/20/75) 7. Varmlejeieally, even ■ i£""»fche

■n- Uriuu-un-j^e

X J?7Commission ^euld not-1 havG"-beoh ablG»^to

(Zttaaafimrihm: s^r^£ 0 0 0 0 u 4

|| C&mffiod by derivation. G’ Berk
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so requesT:e^dr“' -As

TOeeS’TTestxnjotty » t • ’ r> oearls, had no
.nowledge at the tim^zof the Warren' Commi ion

Depo. of Raymoi7Z

0-522
Ckmlfled by darwwfam: C» Berk
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as CIA's working level representative

he^Warren Commission^been^retfuested by the 
Coramissj.^n^td^^searcH'^and report on^an^and^’li. 

CIA^-ahti-Cast'ro assassination o^eration<7 Rocca's 

efforts1 would Jiave produced no stfbstantive informa-

officer who was

tion. (ibid., p. 

The record that the CIA desk

initially given the responsibility

by Mr. Helms to investigate Lee Harvey

Oswald, and the assassination of President Kennedy

had no knowledge of such plots during his investi-

h.qatioiu> (HSCA Class. Depo. of John Scelso, 5/16/78,") 

{pp. 73, Ml- M2)<2 Mr. Scelso testified that had he 

khewn-uf "sach^assassination plots the foilowing

action would have been taken:

"we would have gone at that hot and heavy. 
We would have queried the agent (AMLASH) 
about it in great detail. I would have 
had him polygraphed by the best operative x
security had to see if he had (sic) been £ '
a double-agent, informing Castro about 
our poison pen things, and so on. I Lt&Q
would have had all oyr-€ufrarr“sonsogs
queried about it. "<(Ibid. , p. 00003
As the record reflects, these plots were known

by few within the CIA. Mr. Helms' testimony regarding

hurfW'?A*><hufrt*  0® Cb«A»^s$*

X

Classification. f z _______ ... -
*See also IlSCr. Ciaojifieid Deposition of James Angleton, 10/ 3/78
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plots reveals that the Agency compromised ©< 

,its~prdmise to supply all relevant information to 

the Warren Commission. The following exchange 

between Committee Counsel and Mr. Helms illustrates

the extent ... "of the Agency's compromise:

Mr. Goldsmith: Mr. Helms, I take it from your
testimony that your position is 
that the anti-Castro plots, in 
fact, were relevant to the 
Warren Commission’s work; and, 
in light of that, the Committee 
would like to be informed as to 
why the Warren Commission was- 
not told by you of the anti
Castro assassination plots.

Mr. Helms: I have never been asked to testify
before the Warren Commission about 
our operations.

Mr. Goldsmith: If the Warren Commission did not 
know of the operation, it certainly 
was not in a position to ask you 
about it.

Is that not true?

I 
i
I

Mr. Helms:

Mr. Goldsmith:

Yes, but how do you know they did 
not know about it? How do you 
know Mr. Dulles had not told them? 
How was I to know that? And besides, 
I was not the Director of the Agency 
and in the CIA, you did not go 
traipsing around to the Warren Com
mission or to Congressional Committees 
or to anyplace else without the 
Director’s permission.

Did you ever discuss with the Director 
whether the Warren Commission 
should be informed of the anti-Castro 
assassination >?lots ?

Classification: s g

! Classified by derivation: 090037
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Mr. McCone testifed that he first became aware

(This form is to be used for material extracted 
from CIA—controlled documents.)

Mr. Helms: I dj.d..not, as far as I recall.
ZTHSCA Exec. SessT (Helms, 8/9/78, pp

of the CIA's anti-Castro assassination plots

involving CIA-Mafia ties during August 1963. He 

stated that upon learning of these plots he directed_

that the. Agency cease all such activities.

lass. Depc. of John McCone, 8/17/78, p. 13)

HSCA

When asked whether the CIA desired to withold informa-

tion from the. Warren Commission about the Agency anti-

Castro assassination plots to avoid embarrassing the

Agency or causing an international crises he gave

the following response:

"I cannot answer that since they (CIA 
employees knowledgeable of the 
continuance of such plots) withheld 
the information from.me. I cannot 
answer that question. I have never 
been satisfied as to why they wiizj 

. h e-ld^the-^jn-formati-o n—f ronr-me^,. plbid
Cd. 16)

Regarding the relevancy of such plots to the

Warren Commission’s work,. Warren Commission counsels

were in agreement that

such information should have been reported to the

Classification
Classified by deri'OtOnO 0 0 8
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David Slawson, 11/15/77, p. 27; Exec. Sess. Test.)

from CIA—coh'tr 
Warren Commission.

ifoc^r&nts.)71 7 * '

. Sess. Test, of W

of Arlen Spector 11/8/77, pp. 45-46; CF, Exec.

/ where he states that possible witholding of

information by CIA about Agency attempts to 

assassinate Castro did not significantly affect 

Warren Commission'investigation) ____

JFrom -the- CIA-^-s—pe-rspeetivey Mr. Rocca

testified that had he known of. the anti-Castro

assassination plots his efforts to explore the

• possibility of a retaliatory assassination against

President Kennedy by Castro would have been intensi

fied. He stated that: " a completely different

procedural approach probably would and should havi

beeh..«Xak^en.(HSCA Class. Depo. of Raymond Rocca 
\7/17/78, p^ 45),.- •

John Scels^; the-above-cited CIA .desk officer-, 

who ran the CIA’s initial investigation of President 

Kennedy's assassination until that responsibility

iven to the CIA’s counterintelligence staff

offered a highly critical appraisal of Helms'

non-disclosure to the Warren Commission:

Classification:

Classified by derivation:

jSHPL. a
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Mr. Goldsmith: Do you think Mr. Helms was 
acting properly when he failed 
to tell the Warren Commission 
about the assassination plots?

Mr. Scelso:

I
I

No, I think that was a morally 
highly reprehensible act, which 
he cannot possibly justify under 
his oath of office, or any 
other standard of^professional 
public tserviced (HSCA Class’?

■’"■Depo^ of\John Scelso, 5/16/78

II. El. — ’ . Agency Seneern^for the g&netrbty

of Sensitive Sources and Methods - Factors Affecting 

CIA Resporise to Warren Commission Requests
The length of time required by the CIA to 

respond to the Warren Commission's requests for 

information was dependent upon 1) the availability 

of information; •. 2) the complexity of the issues 

presented by the request and 3) the extent to which 

the relevant information touched upon sensitive CIA 

sources and methods. On the first two points, Mr. 

Helms testified that when CIA (had beeri) able to
A- U-a*<**̂  

satisfy a Commission request, the CIA would then send 

a reply back:

J\and some of these inquiries obviously 
/^'~''Stook longer than others.

For example, some might J-nvolve

Classification:________ l.______
OflfiOl!)

i Classified by derivation: .
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checking a file which was in Washington. 
Other inquiries might involve trying to 
see if we could locate somebody in some 
overseas country.

Obviously, one takes longer to per- 
for^J;.han._the , other,., /TExec. Sess. Tes^? 
o£ Richard

<7/

f°™~than,Jih^ot^^ . Sess.
~ ‘ ‘ Helms, 8/9/78, p. 2£)^

^M^s-^oifd^tn^lEor prpt^cting its 

and,.-methods. caused the Warfen

Commission to experience greater diffietflty j 

getting retdvant inforjnd/tion than‘"'when the protec-

sens

At

ve so ces

tion such sources and methods w not at issue.

J. Lee Rankin expressed the opinion thaty€he Agency’s

effort to protect its sensitive sources and .methods

1 Offectfjthe quality of the information to which 

the Warren Commission and its staff were given 

access. ((HSCA Class. Depo. of J. Lee Rankin 8/17/787*

p. 22) As a result of tehee C^V-s~~&effreernz in some insta

the Agency -made tehur uuiiliaUai»iial^g3±M,iiiWH,,,|%e 
_ J . ori I

limiir^accessjdto CIA*'materials

. Depo. Of John Scelso, 5/16/78, p. 15^7*  

The Committee has identified two^areas of 

concern in which the Agency*  s desire to^protect. Its

sensitive sources and methods intpertodi the Warren

Commission's investigation. These are:

Classification:
000041

Classified by derivation: 
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1) Witholding inn from the Warren
n . Ojuu<Z^zj -tv.^
Commission pertaining to thia phuLo-
4-a He-/Zu**  Ovy
j mi1 v cilldiLLu-lephon-ie wi"ve±tT3TIUe

opeasa-teiens of the CIA's ^ex-i<io~<ti."ty~S-tation

A
retieeiTere to reveal the origin of fehe photograph 

o-rx <A-^ i
H«WL-rof-«m?ed—to as "thaL-of the1..^Mexico

Sen Sv+i v't

The CIA’s concern for revealing the existence 
Jour <4- .

of sensitive teoimieai operations^"as outlined abovgj)

was evident from the inception of the Warren Commission.

Mr. Scelso commented that "we were not authorized 

at^irst-to^roveal all our (^technica^ operations . " 

(Ibid., p. 158)J But Scelso did testify that:

** ---- -we~were going to give them intelligence
reports which derived from all our sources, 
including technical sources, including the 
t-alaphnng intsrp^pt and the information 
gotten from the interrogation of Silvia ■ 
Duran, for example, which, corresponded J
almost exactly with the "information from . * J the f JI. . gT~^

Mr. Scelsco’s characterization is supported by

I

I
I

examination of the background to the first major CIA 

report furnished the Warren Commission regarding

Classification: ~ " "T
4 . OOOOdZ

I Classified by derivation: 
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. Lee Harvey Oswald’s trip to Mexico City

KSiorandum for J

(CIA^

DOC. FOIA #509-

Lee Rankin from Richard Helms) Much of the

information provided to the Warren Commission 

in this .report was based upon sensitive sources

and methods, identification of which had been 

deleted completely from the report.

The CIA policy limiting Warren Commission 

knowledge of CIA sources and methods was articu

lated as early as December 20, 1963, at which 

time a cable was sent from CIA headquarters to 

the Mexico City Station which stated:

e Our present plan in passing information
— to the Warren Commission is to eliminate

\ mention o£j\, in order to 
’ protect■your continuing-ops. Will rely 

instead on statements of Silvia Duran 
and on contents of. ’

'. ■/ __ which Soviets gave AsjiSSli?’'' A ■ • )
|4^.-^.5^7”r-W2D^6^r;iBir’^0466) 

The b^”itr*poi jicy“‘nrtitulate^ in the December

20, 1963 cabl is also set forth\ in a CIA memorandum 

of December 10, 196 as it specifically concerned

the CIA’s relations with the FBI '"tCIA Memorandurft

for File, 12/20/63, , included in with Soft 

file materials,/ In that memorandum, B'tTU'li

of the CIA Counterintelligence^Special Investigations

Group wrote that he had been advised by Sam
Classification:

Classified by derivation: 0000^
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(This form is to be used for material extracted
Papich, FBfEod>iaA-S€tnntbdle<it]nlecu0iBAt>.) that the FBI was 

anticipating a request from the Warren Commission 

for copies of the FBI’s materials which supported 

or complimented the FBI’s five volume report of 

December 9, 1963 that had been submitted to the 

Warren Commission. Papich provided O^Weal with 

this report which indicated that some United ,

States Agency was tapping"" Leleplioifes -in-Mexico 

and asked him whether the FBI could supply the 

Warren Commission with the source of the ’telephone 
Ju W J

tapsy*"  memorandum shows that he discussed

this matter with Scelso. After a discussion 

with Helms, Scelso was directed by Helms to prepare 

CIA material to be passed to the Warren Commission.

(J v

1

■ ■ i
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ta^s^/(CIA Memo for File, 12/20/63, by"~ 
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He (Scelso) was quite sure it was not 
the Agency's desire to make available 
to the Commission at least in this 
manner—via the FBI—sensitive informa-.

The opinion expressed by Scelso as of December 
20z 1963 was set forth on January 14, 1964 in a 
formalized fashion/' 6*  hen Helms expressed his 
concern regarding exposure by the FBI of Agency 
sources to the Warren Commission. Helms wrote 
that the CIA had become aware that the FBI had 
already:

called to the attention of the 
Commission, through its attorney, 
that we have information [(as deter
mined from Agency sources)J coinciding 
with tjxe date1} when Oswald was in Mexico 
City and which may have some bearing 
on his activities while in that area.

Gift fez#
CIA if1 /

He suggested that certain policies be

\

~ Mr. Helms further indicated that the CIA might 
be called upon to provide additional information 
acquired from checks of CIA records and agency 
sources.
employed to enable CIA to work cooperatively 
with the Commission in a manner which would 
protect CIA information, sources and methods. 
Among the policies articulated were two which 
Helms claimed would enable the Agency to control 
the flow of Agency originated information. In 
this way the CIA could check the possibility of 
revealing its sources and methods inadvertantly. 
The policies articulated were:

Classification 000 045

Classified by derivation:
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The CIA policy of eliminating reference to

CIA HAS NO OBJECTION TO 
DECLASSIFiCA; SOM AND/OR 
RELEASE OF THIS DGOW

Agency

sensitive sources and methods is further revealed

by examination of an Agency cable, dated January 29

1964, sent from CIA Headquarters to the CIA Me«4?e-o

FOIA #,398-204, 1/29/6

DIR 97829) /’This cable indicated that knowledge of

Agency sources'and techniques was still being with-

held from the Warren Commission, and stated that, on

Saturday, February 1, 1964, the CIA was to present 

a rqport on Oswald’s Mexico City activities to the 

Warren Commission which would be in a form

protective of the CIA’s Mex>ieo* ‘G-i~ty-:-Sta±-i* i 2 * *on ’ s

(Footnote cont’d from pg. 23.)

1) Your Bureau not disseminate information re
ceived from this Agency without prior concur
rence

2) In instances in which this Agency has provided 
information to your Bureau and you consider 
that information is pertinent to the Commission’s 
interest, and/or compliments is-icT or otherwise 
is pertinent to information developed or 
received by your Bureau through other sources
and is being provided by you to the Commission, 
you refer the Commission to this Agency. In 
such cases it will be appreciated if you will 
advise us of such referral in order that we may t. 
anticipate.Jahe possible £fntrrgje interest of., the ’ v 
CommiMS^s^^Q©S?5iat«-)epj?^r±5-^uapa-ratory step's to
meeting its needs. (Ibid^)ocv^

it 'Classified by derivation:

sources and techniques/ (Ibid.)^
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(This form is to be used for materia! extracted
froruCTA‘:=^onlro!led.d.QcjJjyerrr)

Telephone Taps ""—

Mr. Helms offered testimony regarding the CIA-!.

reticence to inform the Warren Commission, at least

during, the initial stage of the Commission's work,

of the CIA’s teiephom?c^nd,nph'Otxr*surveidrtarice

operations’"'in Mexico City.

The reason for the sensitivity of these 
teiephone■^ta.ps-^and--<sU ‘r«veiilanGe~was not 
only bec^se it was sensitive from the 
Agency’s standpoint, but the “teiephcne 
t-apS*  t'^r^-^stnninG^^^eoniunctdon ’‘V’7± th

■ if this had become public knowledge, 
it would have caused very bad feelings 
between Mexico and the Un iXed~St.a te 
andi_.that-was_the^_c.eason^-d (Exec.
^esT. of Richard Helms, 8/9/78, pp. 51~ 

__ __  —f-—- - . . ——i i ■ -j mm—-—- ..fl, ....

The^'CIA’ sXnwillmgness to inform the Warren

Comini

the ovey.d’escri^.e-'d surveillance oppr-a'ticns is 

a urce/of copcern to this Commit'tee. It<xis

indicative-'^f an. Agency policy designed to skew

n its/'favor the form ..and substance of information

t &elt uncom'fortable^proyiding the Warren

Commission. (HSCA Class..TDepo. of John Scelso

5/6/78, p. 158) Thi process .might vzell .have 

hampered the Co ission's ability to-proceed in

Classification:
Classified by derivation:



ionxnade of

Classification:

its

the

the converse

and

ha

Helms in ..regard to the CIA memorandum of January 31.

(JFK Doc. No. 387 A review of Rankin's letter

(DIR 97829) ton February“Tff7n.^^

C

. /This'Jorm is to. be used for materialextracted investigation with all the-iacts before it.
trom CIA—controlled documents.)

As noted previously, on January 31, 1964,

CIA provided the Warren Commission with

memorandum that chronicled Lee Harvey Oswal

Mexico City visit—duriTig September 2t>T?
UCIA Doc. FOIA #509-803 1/31/64 

October 3, 1963?
3

mention^.,,

that Oswald’s various conversations with the Cuban

and Soviet Embassy/Consulates had been tapped and 
by the Agency's Mexico City'Station 

subsequently transcribed? Furthermore, that memo-

randum did not mention that the CIA had tapped

and transcribed conversations between Cuban Embassy

employee Sylvia Duran and Soviet officials at the

also

nor .was

an P.r^sidenV-D'orticos

n Ambassador o Mexico Armas"'which the CIA • 

and transcribed.

On February—-1-f 1964, Helms appeared before the 
Commission and likbil’7 discussed the memorandum of

1964. J (CIA-;Doc. FOIA #498-204, l/2^/64

jP Classification:  . i

! Classified by derivation:

hk *



Classification: SEC

(This form is to be used for material extracted 
from CIA—controlled documents.)

indicates that as of his writing, the Warren

Commission had no substantive knewdredgertrf^the
X<.»4‘S'z-c- . sf '-“’O’- <■

teiepheni^'^urveidTlanet'-Trpera~tion or the production

Rankin inquired in the February 10, 1964 letter 

whether Oswald’s direct communication with employees

of the Soviet Embassy (as stated in Paragraph 1 

of January 31 memorandum) had been facilitated by vw? v 
(^efephon^ >er -i-nt-erazi^t. Manifestly, had'the Warren
J fjTtM ' biu*«  f 4 *.-x.
Commission been informed of the te±epnon±c

»'• ■k.
surveid.d.^nce'w6pefaftdtj1n .and ito-oueecagF-j^i tapping 

QswtriLdythis inquiry by Rankin would not have been 

made.

Raymond Rocca’s testimony tends to support 

this conclusion. It was Rocca's recollection that

between the time period of January 1964 - April 1964, 

Warren Commission's representatives had visited the 

CIA’s headquarters in Langley, Virginia and had
A-CL pfec<l

been shown various tl'ai'JS'CJi'ip'LS resulting from the

CIA?s)'t eiephenie--sai?ve444enee^typetati“0h,S’s*in  Mexico

City. (HSCA Class. Depo. of Raymond Rocca, 7/17/7.5, 

p. 89) However, Mr. Rocca did not personally make

Classification:
• ,.dh ,003013Classified by derivation: ________



Classification: "T

(This form is to be used for material extracted 
from CIA—controlled documents.)

I

this material available to Commission representa

tives and was not able to state under oath 

precisely the point in time at which the Warren

Commission first learned of these operations. (Ibid.) 
...

On February 19, 1964 the'CIA responded to

Rankin’s inquiry of February Ith—The—Agency—— 

response aid indicate that Oswald had phoned the

Soviet Consulate and was also interviewed at the «
.dj.k

Consulate. However, the Agency [ neither revealed 

the source of this information , im—its—response— 

the—Commission, nor~i-ndieated—tehet—this—source.

Warren Commission Knowledge of CIA T

During the period of March -■ April 1964,

David Slawson drafted a series of memoranda which 

among other issues concerned Warren Commission know- 

ledge of and access to the production material 

derived from the CIA—teei-ephon-le—s-urveiil'Etnce^-operations— 

in Mexico City. A review of these memoranda tends 

to support the Committee1s belief that the Warren 

Commission, through Mssrs. Slawson, Coleman, and

V Classification: . ...... ~
r 000050

i Classified by derivation: ■

hk



Classification:

Mexico

that date, Coleman, Slawson and Willens met with

City, who provided them with various—

E-mbtrssyTConsuIate S1 awsoh memorandum

<1964, Subj: meeting with CIA representatives). | 
-----  -------------- ;~——_____________ ________J

Slawson's memorandum of March 12 reveals'that, the Warren

Commission had at least become aware tehet the CIA 
c AV ''n a* & 

did—ma-inta-i

°a"'
and WilleABli!ai<amnettoob'td5Sfi l?Scg§^ri%lo^^te^ieptTOni 

from CIA—controlled documents.) A
-surveillance materials until April 9, 1964. On

Slawson

Memorandum of April 22, 1964, Subject: Trip to

’r-i-or—to--April 9# it appears doubtful that

the Commission had been given ejvLia*l  access, 
to th^re-fersiidecb material. Nevertheless, by March

12, 1964, the record indicates that the Warren

Commission had learned "that the CIA possessed
scE^t^ef^orrver-sat-ions between the Cuban Ambassador

( Al

1 Classification

p -t<A /'•■< c >

to Mexico, Armas, and the Cuban President Dortico

Dorticos-Armas conversations, requested by the

The

arre

-iK-C
derivation:



Classification: «.
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(This form is to be used for material extracted ^CLASSIFICATION ANWOJW 
from CIA—controlled docum^kfc^Mttra^-^2— RELEASE OF THio DO--

Commission representatives at .rnctri^ with
CIA officials, including Richard Helms, concerned £

Silvia Duran’s arrest and interrogation by the

Mexican Federal Police. > (Slawson Memoranda o

April 22, 1964, pp. 3, 19, 45-46jy*°Helms  responded 

to the Commission's request for access, stating 

that he would attempt to arrange for the Warren

Commission's representatives to review this material _ -   Ttmi-jnx—■ — Timr- 
lawson Memorandum of March 12, 1964, p

Another Slawson memorandum, dated March 25,

1964 concerned Oswald's trip to Mexico. In that memo

Slawson wrote that the tentative conclusions

he had reached concerning Oswald's Mexico trip, 

were derived from CIA memoranda of January 31, 1964 

and February 19, 1964/" (Slawson Memorandum of /March

25, 1964 in addition, a Mexican federal

police summary of interrogatio

after the assassinationdwith , dr

Slawson wrote:

A large part of it (the summary report) 
is simply a summation of what the Mexican 
police learned when they interrogated Mrs. 
Silvia.Duran, an employee of the Cuban 
Consulate in Mexico City, and is there
fore only as accurate as M^sc^*̂uran ' s - 
testimony to the police, ^bid.

Classification: _2H_'

Classified by derivations



Classification: _ _______

(This form is to be used for material extracted 
from CIA—controlled documents.)

These comments indicate that Slawson placed 

qualified reliance upon the Mexican police summary.

Moreover, there is no indication that Slawson had 

been provided, the ^D‘uran idphdhie~~i~n tercepL' bran1
K. A ' 4t+*v<*>e^

scripts. In fact, by virtue of Slawson*s  comments 

concerning the Mexican police report, it would 

appear that the Warren Commission, as of March 25, 

had been provided - little substantive information 

pertaining to Silvia Duran. As Slawson reveals, 

the Commission had been forced to rely upon the two 

memoranda that did not make reference to the surve-il- 

lanee-cperalritmsj' and a summary report issued by 

the Mexican Federal Police. Thus, the Agency had 
<> --’ : 1 for over three months- ‘±— .-.-c exposing

C. J S'
tKe*̂urvci±±aTrcep*̂3peratiens  tc the'1 review of the

o/l

concerned Warren Commission staff members. As was 
3

. stated in the CIA cable of December 20, 196X to its

Mexico City Station:

9

Our present plan in passing information 
to the Warren Commission is to eliminate 
mention of/}^'lophono~»'baps, in order to 
pro tec _ r . Will
rely instead on statements of Silvia 
Duran and on contents of__Soviet consul 
f ile.jwhich-_SjQvia.ts gave’ odacto 
'TCIA Doc. FOIA #420-75T7~DjbS'

Classification

Classified by derivatiw
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(This form is to be used for material extracted 
from CIA—controlled documents.)

The Committee's belief that Slawson had

not been given access to the Duran^'trans'cripts is 

further supported by reference to his memorandum

of March 27, 1964 wherein he states his

conclusion that Oswald had visited the Cuban 
cd- iO'H -f-K> -c c *

Embassy ori” three occasions, a 

conclusion,he wrote,was based upon an analysis of

Silvia Duran's testimony before the Mexican police.

This memorandum bears no indication that he had 

reviewed any ofHth-e—Duran-t-i dirs'iA'tpt'b. Furthermore

had Slawson b givenZaccess to thes.

ce heir s-tibstance would.^fave been incorporated

intoifls analysis and accordingly noted for thig^ 

r" purpose./ His analyses would hav^Zreflected/the fact 

of his review either by its./^orroborati.dn or

’’W
k

criticism the above cited Mexican police summary report.

Classification: 000054

Classified by derivation: ______ \_______
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Silvia

stated

Duran

Cuba.

to be

T

Embas

Du^Rs^

. , from CI4f—controll that an eric

Cuban

telephoned the

s American

requ ting an

documents, was pre

transit vi4it to

ntly at th

and

was l^ter determined by CIAranalysts

onOswald. / Again

oviet Consu

eptember 2
te stating thaX

a.m

an American, subsequently ident/fied by

as Oswald was at /he Cuban E assy. (

Slawson

ies in Mexico

id

analysts

Had this? information^been m/de available to 
/ *

his calculat

City would have been more firmly established than

they were asAof March 27, 1964.

The record supports the Committee’s finding

that as of April 2, 1964 the Warren Commission had

f . ^rw*M 745(1----------
series of^ te45ephen4«@—i^”eriee^ts. < \ memorandum of

that date by Coleman and Slawson, posed one

-.4) , . _
+“o VSq. C

question to the CIA and made two-requests for

from the Agencyy' (Slawson - Coleman Memora

information

Ambassador
&■

April 2, 1964, Subj: Questions Raised by the 

ann File)^J Coleman and Slawson wrote

1) What is the information source referred

to in the November 28 telegram that

S C x ’’ T
Classification: 000055

Classified by derivation: 



Classification:

2)

is discusse.d (Ibid.)- •

of—September^Z-T;—±5^-3

material by the CIA.

concerning'' the assassination.

Classification

SECRET

(©swiinfli isnte&dcdect^orse^teligl dsfaflstefin 
from CIA—controlled documents.)
Odessa;

We would like to see copies of the

the

translated

if possible, in all cases where the 

reepts refer to the assassination

or related subjects;

We would especially like to see the

ia&eaaeept in which the allegation that

money was passed at the Cuban Embassy

The question initially posed by (Item I) in

f

above-referenced memorandum of April 2 concerns

at—10<-3 7 —a. ntv-y-yS laws on Memorandum of April
1964, p. 1) ^Obviously, if Slawson found it necessary

to request the source of the information, he had

not as yet been provided access to the original

Item Number Two of the above listing tends to show

that the Commission had not been giving^access to

Classified by derivation: 
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(This form is to be used for material extracted 
from CIA—controlled documents.)

Item number three of the above listing 

reveals that tH^ in Lei vep ef"~the Porticos - Armas 

conversation of November 22, 1964, in which the

passing of monies was discussed had not as of April

2 been provided to the Commission. The Commission 

had specifically Eeque'sEed^tha Doi Licus-Aiuias— 

t®anseripts at a March 12, 1964 meeting between

Commission representatives-,~and.-Ac;encv representatives.
(Slawson memorandum, March 12, 1964, Subj: Confea*enc^

\^with CIA on March 12, 1964) J

On April 371964, Coleman and Slawson expressed

their concern for receiving complete access to all

materials relevant to Oswald's Mexico City trip:

The most probable final result of the ...

entire investigation of Oswald's activities 

in Mexico is a conclusion that he went

there for the purpose of trying to reach 

Cuba and that no’bribes, conspiracies, 

etc. took place.

...In order to make such a judgment (that 

all reasonable lines of investigation that 

might have uncovered other motivations or s.

Classification: 000057 p

Classified by derivation: 
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possible conspiracies have been followed 

through with negative results), we must 

become familiar with the details of what 

both the American and Mexican investi

gatory agencies there have done. This

means reading their reports, after trans

lation, if necessary, and in some cases 

talking with the investigators themselves.

/ (Slawsdn” and' Coleman■T4^<5"fa1ndWr7'''Apria^ ’ 

^.3, - 19 6~4 7- Sub j-: •Addi tional^lJ.j£es_of 

Investigation in Mexico Which May Prove'7
V.  'V-S^rthwhile y^p,.—11. ). ■ - y 

f-CCo £ r~& S
Maatfesrtty, Coleman's and Slawson's desire

for a thorough investigation a haa", y \ Ky > ,
L. p _ : ixJiS; <§, J e. / / rr.

f f fizSui'C e>l~ J
I pa.i£-A'-the CIA' s concern lest its sources and methods, 

however relevant to the Commission's investigation,

oatpesed. Considering the-gravity and signi

ficance of the Warren Commission's investigation^ 4-^-c
.~€he 

/ h t-ti t^ri -f
Agency'SAwitholding of material from the

Commission staff was calcar.ly improper.

cov-r Co ac

Vy < i co Ci*̂.

-i-a 01 ^0<xJal'r 

fe



Classification: $ - C a a U

(This form is to be used for material extracted 
from CIA—cty^rgl^ed documents.)

On April 8, David Slawson, Howard Willens,

and William Coleman flew to Mexico City, Mexico

to meet with the representatives of the State

Department, FBI, CIA, and the Government of Mexico..— ........ . ..
(Slawson Memorandum, April 22, 1964, Subj: Trip^^x

they met37rEIv7nidmas Mannr.the U. S 7 Ambassador to

Mexicquduring-Osw'hld's visit to Mexico City and~~at'

the time of President'“Kehnedy’ s assassiria'tibn; (Tbid-.

Ambassador Mann told theJNarrejr^onmission-representa- 

tives tha-t—the /CIA' sA4exiee^<irtyA3tat^ion-was--aetively

ueixgaggd-^w»e^eteeswsv^^ai^±eR3pggfertaiyBrtS-^'di‘nstr the
. S-Oviet--and“Guban^mbaSsyji^eSsitSarfi^^^^id., pT^3^

_ _—— Upon the group's arrival in Mexico City, they

were met by U.S. Ambassador Freeman, Claire Boonstra

. A
_______■■■■■—'..... i

Classification: . : -
009059

Classified by derivation: ______



he provi

Cuban and—Soviet—Embassy—e

wrote:

SlawsonDav

Classification:

for the time period covered by Oswald’s visit.

that-had-resulted frdm'photo-sur

"... Seett stated at the beginning 
of his narrative that he intended to make 
a complete disclosure of all facts, 
including the sources of his information, 
and that he understood that all three of 
us had been cleared for TOP SECRET and 
that we would not disclose beyond the 
confines of the Commission and Its 
immediate staff the information we obtain
ed through him witho st clearing it __
with his superior 
agreed to this."

-described to the Commission
3$

in Was
(Ibid .7

sonta^W^es the CIA’s course of action 1.1 — — -

following the assassination, indicating that his
D

staff immediately began to compile dossiers on

Oswald, Duran, and everyone else throughout Mexico

v£hom the CIA knew had had some contact with Oswald

(Ibid.revealed that all known Cuban and Russian

intelligence agents had •’ been put under

surveillance following the assassination. Slawson

concluded :

”Sa@itefeAisg~narratlve^plus the material we 
were shown disclosed immediately how
incorrect our previous information had
been dn Oswa|g)'s contacts with , the Soviet
and Mexican Embassies Apparently the

Classification:
7”^.rCcfrvCA " nnnnsfi

Classified by dUilltUrV 0



Classification:

(This form is to be used for material extracted 
disftswti«>n^oi«Rjfe<babacBaic»n^ to which our 
information had been subjected had 
entered some place in Washington, 
because the CIA information that we 
were shown by^Scott was unambiguous on 
almost all the crucial points ♦. We had 
previously planned to show Scatty, Slawson1 
reconstruction of Oswald's probable 
activities at the embassies to get Scott's 
opinion, but once we saw how badly distorted 
our information was we realized that this 
would be useless. Therefore, instead, we * 
decided to take as close notes as possible,._
from the original source material's at some / 
later time during our visit." ((Ibid, p. 24)

/>J1

27———©eti—1, *' 19-6-3-.

ed

co City. I

.U. f U • ““ j
p 

--------------------------- r -11 *?  -""" 1A separate Slawson memorandum of April '2T7 1964 records

the results of the notetaking from original source 

materials that he did following ’SCottr'-'S disclosures.

■ These notes dealt exclusively with

intercepts- pertaining to the Duran and Oswald -conver-

om-the__Soviet and Cuban Embassies in Mexico' City.

-Jjter

It is evident from SI son's record that th

Agency1s

case the

reas

Me

lephonic su

donydl && origin source materials, in

eillance intercepts, 
the Commission's abilit^/to draw accurately 

s regardingOswald's sojourn in 
meant that/as of April/fC, 1964

conclusi

Classification: 000061 ft

Classified by derivation:
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e, HO

nearing

investigation, t

the halfwa point of the Wj4rren Commission

Commission wa fOTLed- to retrace
/ / t'the factual pat# by which it had structured Oswald’s

activities in /Mexico City. further revealed that

the Agency h^d provided ambiguous information to

in fafct "on almost all the
■ f

crucial pg4nts" significantly more precise materials
/

could haye been made av/ilable for analysis by the

the Commission when

Commission. (Ibid.) Sius, the-Agency fs. early policy

of not/providing the/Commission with/vi-tally-i el'UVant

infer

and

-feioji-der i ve

the investigation

and/possibly foreclosed lines of investigation e.g

hafe been more seriously 

considered had/this material bejferi:expeditiously

Cuban involvement, that might 
! ? ■

provided.

।

On November 23, 1963, FBI Special Agent Odum

shewed Marguerite Oswald a photograph of a man

bearing no physical resemblance to her son((Warren

Classification: _

Classified by derivatiJ.00082
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Commissio

in a series

had been linked by
6

T9’63

Oswald".

8/7/64

Marguerite Oswald testified

Prior to the assassination

Commission, stated that the photograph shown to
S / <1/ o-f ~

Vol. XI, pp. 469-470)

before the Warren Commission and recounted the cir-

Classification

M 
3? supplied to the FBI on November 22-by the CIA i

i
i

in f ormati-on—on—Oswa (CIA Doc. DDP4-1555

Warren Commission Doc. iThis photographs which was one 
the CIaQS photosurvoi-llanee

the -Mexico"Clty~SLaLi-on to Lee Harvey Oswald.C (Ibid.

Richard Helms, in a sworn affidavit before the Warren 

in Mexicd "City and "Trfistakeniy——Unk-ed—^a-t—tha-t™time-—to
■'fa ___ _

/(Warren Commission Affidavit*  of Richard HeT

cumstances under which -she was shown the photograph ----_  ------ ~~~~—
Krs . Oswald testified(Warren Commission Report Vol

that she^elieve'ant’His' pfiofograph to have been of Jack 
s'" xTr 7 /

Ruby, ftIbid.

jv

F

Classification: jr
i Classified by derivation: 
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Thereafter, on February 12, 1964, J. Lee

Rankin wrote to Thomas Karramesines, Assistant DDP 

requesting both the identity of the individual 

depicted in the photograph and an explanation of 

the circumstances by which this photograph was

obtained by the Central Intelligence Agency.

'(Letter of J. Lee Rankin, Feb. 12, 1964

#3872) fol

On that same day, in a separate letter

Rankin wrote to DCI McCone regarding materials 

that the CIA had disseminated since November 22,

1963 to the^Secret Service but not to the Warren 

Commission. Rankin requested copies of these

materials which included three CIA cables. The

cables concerned the photograph!'subsequently shown

by the FBI to Oswald's motheryof the individual

originally ident

(Letter of J. Lee Rankin 
. f_ ■

a v j^b. 12, 1964, JFK Doc. #3872)
g (Z

sseminated by the CIA

to (tne^bScret /Service was a November 26 dissemination. 

(CIA 54 >7-, 11/2G/G4) That cable, concerned

jP ' Classification: 'J fZ-Z ~ . I
r 009064 F
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Classification:

(This form is to be used for material extracted
the Dorticft§-^jjia^offffajg§^§^^ and disclosed the

<2 *A  -fku v~< i ■-. i^iytr
existence of GJA^Q^phonie^jurvc'iTTaffde^operations ~7r'" 

t --4"'ur-: ■■ “7-
in Mexico-rCi-ty at the time~“df'^Ehe_"assassination
and^Oswald' s earlier visitz^^s a result the CIA was / P '• 

“/reluctant to make the material disseminated to

—— the Secret Service available to the warren Commission

for in so doing the Agency would have necessarily exposed its

t-oi^phnn i the Commission. j

John Scelso testified regarding the circumstances
r.--....... J ■■' i"<<

surrounding ther'eventual explanation..given to the ! ’

Commission .recounting the origi^n of the photograph in

question. Scelso stated:

i ■

"We did not initially 
Warren Commission all 
operations. In other 
initially disclose to 

_^hetosur-vei-4iance because the 'November
. photo we haebft (of—MMMJ was not of Oswald.

herefore^it-did - not“mean7‘^op^" 
see^*<  H Pepo

disclose to the
of our teeehnical/t^Jc 
words, we did not1" 
them that we had

Mr. Goldsmith: ...So the” Agency was making a unilateral 
decision th -'-this was not relevaht to the Warren

•\ Commission/^

Scelso: Right, we were not authorized, at first 
/ to reveal , all our teehiTreal A operations.

(IIGCA ClcrSTS-J'-D^p

In summary .the records that 
^y February 12, 1964 the

lvertantly\ requested-access to

P^’d'Tcti>r. j a cause for concern

Classification:

Warren Commission had

te4^phen-is.auxy^Xi lane e 

within the £X<

000085
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__ -—operations to the Warren CommissionV had also begun to cause

concern within the Agency.

<3 <s>/C On March 5, 196/, Raymond Rocca wrote in an

internal memorandum to Riphard Helms that "we have

a problem here for your determination." Rocca 

outlined Angleton’s desire not to respond directly

to Rankin's request of February 12 regarding the CIA

material

November:

forwarded to-the>Secret Servic

23, 19(6 4.■ ^Roeca then stated:

\

I - I

since

"Unless you feel otherwise, Jim would 
prefer to wait out the Commission on the 
matter covered by paragraph 2 (of the 
above-referenced February 12 letter to McCone 
requesting access to CIA reports provided 

? $ 72-the Secret.Service after November 22, 1963z 
" |JFK Doc? 3-90-S-) . If they come back on this 
point he feels that you, or someone from 
here, should be prepared to go over to show 
the, Commission the material rather than pass 
"them to them in copy. Incidentally, none
of these items are of new substantive 
interest. We have either passed the material 
in substance to the Commission in response to 
earlier levies or the items refer to aborted 
leads, for example, the famous, s ' jhotographj

also HSCA579-250, 3/5/64 assi
Dep r^kngleton, 10/5/78.,,^pp.
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wherein he states that the only reason \ 
for not providing the Warren Commission with

was due to the Agency’s concern for 
protection of its sources and methods)

I Sstifiid Sy daroafew . ------
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On March 12, 1964, representatives of the

Warren Commission and the CIA confered regarding 

the February 12 request for the materials forwarded

l to the Secret Service by the_Ag.eney. (Letter of

J. Lee Rankin March 16, 1964, JFK Doc. # 3872, Slawson'

emorandum, March 12, 1964)

The 'recdr'd~~indicates that the Commission at

the March 12 meeting pressed for -access -to the

Secret Service materials,. „ Rankin., wrote to Helms 

on March 16. that it was his understanding that the 

CIA would supply the Commission with a paraphrase of 

each report or communication pertaining to the Secret 

Service materials "with all indications of your 

confidential communications techniques and confidential 

sources deleted. \^-You will also afford members of. 

our staff working in this area an opportunity to 

review the actual file so that they may give assurance
\Zxthat the pa’raphra"s^e“s-are-eompiet^rr4^x (L&Ete? of^TT

\Rankin, March 16, 1964, paragraph 2, JFK Doc. No.3872)'

Rankin further indicated that the

procedure was to be followed regarding any material 

in the possession of the CIA prior to November 22,

Classification: 008053

Classified by derivation:
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22 Nov.) regarding Lee Harvey Oswald and his presence 

at the Soviet Consulate in Mexico City. The response 

further revealed that on October 23, 196X, CIA had 
££crn the Navy 

requested two copies of the most recent photograph

cqmmunicatiori£'Z(CIA Doc. DDP4-1554, hereinafter CD»?631>.., 
■ •

(3/24/64, CIA Doc., DDP4?-1555, 3/24/64, CD 674 hereinafter)

of Oswald in order to check the identity^of the person 
■ b 1 "y .. <‘w

believed to be Oswald in Mexico Cn^^j^Z^urthermore,

3)

Helms responded to Rankin's March 16 letter

it had'determined that-the photograph shown to Marguerite

H Classification:

Oswald on /tIo'vember~'2X, 1 y b j~'drd

Harvey Oswald.J^The Agency ^explained that it had checked the

the CIA stated,<though it did not indicate when, that

INS and Navy Dept, (and to the Secret Service on

(This form is to be used for material extracted 
from CIA—controlled documents.)

1963 which had not as yet been furnished because
it concerned sensitive sources and methocis-^TIbid

available on November 23, 196

against the press photographs of Oswald generally

CD 674 reveals that on Nov. 22, 1963

CD 631 provided the Commission with a copy of the 

^October 10, 1963 CIA dissemination to FBI, State Dept.

Classification:

u
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immediately follov|£
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the assas^naW^on^e^a¥^er 23, 1963, three 

cabled reports were received at CIA headquarters

from the CIA MQ«iGO-XiUiy«.^St?a4?ion regarding photographs 

of an unidentified man who had visited the Cuban and^--^^? 
Soviet Embassies during October and November 1963^5^^ 

Paraphrases of these cables, not revealing sensitive . s? 

sources and methods, were attached to CD (j> 7 4._T-hC

Agency wrote that the subject of the photo referenced 

in these cables was not Oswald. It was further 

stated that:

"In response to our meeting of^J.2. March and 
your memo of 16 Marches tern''ihcf^Willens

-/"o rev^w at Langley the original copies 
of these ^disseminations to the Secret 
Service and the cables ^on^wlnich they were 
based, as well as the ^>hot^s'v'osf the unidenti- _ 
fied man-ILJCIA-Doc. -DDP4-1555 eB63^, 24 
March—iihS 4 o-r £ ' n oJ}*- ’* I ifa
.On March 26/""William Coleman wrote in a memorandum

for the record:

"The CIA directed a memorandum to J. Lee Rankin 
onrr-Marah 24-,-—19-6H (Commission Document No. 631) 
in which-'it• set forth’the dissemination of 
the information“bn Lee Harvey Oswald. I realize 
that this memorandum is only a partial answer 
to our inquiry to the CIA dated March 16, 1964 
and I hope that the complete answers will give’ 
us the additional information we requested," - 
(|4emorandum of William Coleman, March 2#, 196^T^

Coleman went on to state:

"As you know, we are still trying to get an 
explanation of the photograph which the FBI. 
showed Marguerite Oswald soon after the

Classification: 'S
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assassination. I hope that paragraph 4 
of the memorandum of March 24, 1964 
ICD 631J[ sent Mr. Rankin by the CIA / V
is not the answer which the CIA^intends-^--' 
to give us as to this inquiry(Ibid^jz

h K-------------■

The following day, as agreed by Warren Commission

and Agency representatives, Samuel Stern of the

Commission visited CIA headquarters in Langley

<__ . Sterns' memorandum of his visit reveals—that

he reviewed Oswald's file with Raymond Rqccag_^*S'€ern

indicated that Oswald's file contained those materials

furnished-preciously to 

the
./ -r'
CIA. ^The‘ file also

the Warren Commission by "Ct
............. -■ J (J 

contained:

"Cable reports^of November 22 and~Novcraber
/ <5;i? 3

231 from the—CIA'o Mexico Ci-ty-Station
/! I
(/. relating to Jbhe*  photograph?" of -the—enidenti-

f ied' indivi-dua-l—mistakeniy—b eiieved~~to~b e

Leo-1 Harvey—Oswald ^and th£ reports ,on thdse 

cables furnished-on November 23 196 3 to",

the Secret Service.by the CIA;
■//?

:dum

Stern noted that these messages were accurately
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Classification:__ _

(This form is to be used for materi
Warren Com&2Ss£l6ir-<3fitrPfe£(Stec64^' Hg> also 

reviewed the October 1-0, 1963 cable from/GIA1

to CIA headquarters
reporting Oswald"’s^contact with the Soviet Embassy 

j
in Mexico City ..^In^/hddit  ion, Stern examined the

olC-

October 10, 1963 cable from CIA headquarters to

r r ■
paraphrased accurately as—set—ferth in the CIA’s January

31 memo to the Warren Commission reporting Oswald's
Mexico City trip^j^L^T c

Lastly, Stern noted that Rocca provided him

for his review a computer printout of the references

to Oswald-related documents

electronic data storage system
j <■ -y rO*

£Le-zstated "there is

q k. no item listed on tho printout which^he Warren Com-. 

“ raissiorilhas- not been given either in full text or.

paraphrased."? (Ibid..)

Thus, by the 27th of March, a Warren Commission

representative had been apprised of the circumstances

surrounding the mysterious photograph.

Classification: ■ S
- ------ 0OBO72
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Luisa Calderon

Approximately five hours after President

Kennedy’s assassination a Cuban government employee

in Mexico City named "Luisa'*  received a telephone

call-^rom ^^ttnidenti^^dr-^an-speakijig^pand^h^,,^;;^^

5, 11/27/63, 173-615, a-fetaohmeht(CIA Doc. FO

City—Station/as subsequently reported to CIA

headquarters, identified the Luisa of the conversa

tion as Luisa Calderon, who was then employed in 

the Commercial Attache’s office at the Cuban Consu-

Durihg the course of the conversation, the

unidentified caller asked Luisa if she had heard 
(of the assassination)

the latest news. Luisa replied in a joking tone:

of course, I knew almost before Kennedy." 
/

CIA’s
Paraphrasing the telephone—i-n-terc-ept—tra-nscrript,

the personit states that the caller told Luisa

Classification: S'SCxsT
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apprehended for Kennedy’s slaying was the

thi

't

isa inquired

held

fied

that

tion

only

Cuba.

"President of one

for the killing

caller replied

she had learned

he Co ees of the Fair

replied that she also knew

yes

was a ngo

isa told

whether the o

nothing else about

ejanjJ^enti-y^C 

her caller

the assassins-
/ 6/

ass onand that she had lehrhed\about the 

a little while agb~.__ -The unidentified caller

commented:

We think that if it had been or had 
seemed...public or had been one of 
the segregationists or against 
intergration who had killed Kennedy, 
then there was, let’s say, the 
possibility that a sort of civil 
war would arise in the United States; 
that contradic ‘ would be sharpened... 
who knows

Luisa responded:

Imagine, one, two, three and 
makes three. (She- laughs. ) (f Ibid, p. 2#

Raymond Rocca, in response to a 1975 Rocke-

feller Commission request for information on a 

possible Cuban conspiracy to assassinate President

Kennedy wrote regarding Calderon's comments:

Classification
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Latin hyperbole? Boastful ex post facto 
suggestion of foreknowledge^ This is the 
only item in the intercept coverage of 
the Cubans and Soviets after the assassina
tion that contains the suggestion of fore- 
knowlecre _of expectationv^fCIA'Doc.. ^^ 
Memorandum of Raymond Rocca for DC/OPS, 
5^/23/75, p. ISP^s^TSTS^^----------------- """

Standing by itself, Luisa Calderon's cryptic

comments do not merit serious attention. Her words 

may indeed indicate foreknowledge of the assassina

tion but may equally be interpreted without such a 

sinister implication. Nevertheless, the Committee 

has determined that Luisa Calderon’s case should 

have merited serious attention in the months following 

the assassination.

In connection with the assassination, Luisa
?/

/ Calderon's name first surfaced on November 27, 196/

in a cable sent by then Ambassador Mann to—the State

Department UCIA Doc. DIR-S5573, 11/27/63).
In that cable Mann stated:

...Washington should urgently consider 
feasibility of requesting Mexican authorities 
to arrest for interrogation: Eusebio Azcue, 
Luisa Calderon and Alfredo Mirabal. The two 
men are Cuban national and Cuban consular 
officers. Luisa Calderon is>-a' secretary 
in Cuban Consulate here."



"55a“

Sg *Regarding  the issue of whether Calderon's comments
JS could reasonably be interpreted to indicate possible
r foreknowledge, the CIA position is as follows:

F
I 
I
I

During the Rockefeller Commission inquiry, 
Calderon's conversation was identified 
as a possible item of information from 
the Agency's Cuban and Soviet telephone 
intercepts that might suggest foreknowledge 
of a plot to assassinate the American Presi
dent. This involves a faulty translation of an 
answer Calderon gave to her caller. In answer 
to the latter's question as to whether she 
had heard the latest news, Calderon said: 
"Si, claro, me entere casiantes que Kennedy.” 
The verb entere is mistranslated. Me enyere 
(the first person of the verb enterarsede, 
past tense) should be translated as ".f.I found 
out (or I learned) /about it — the assassination/ 
almost before Kennedy /did/." In other words, 
Calderon was saying she heard about the shooting 
of Kennedy almost at the time the event took 
place..." (CIA Doc., Memorandum Regarding 
Luisa Calderon conversation, p.l).

The Committee fundamentally disputes the 
narrow interpretation of Calderon's comments 
assigned by the Agency. It is the Committee's 
position that translation of Me Entere as 
either "I found out" or "I learned about" 
does not foreclose interpretation of Calderon's 
comments as a suggestion on her part of possible 
foreknowledge of President Kennedy's assassination. 
'The I n >ne/Srcfc-y occlct X I To
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This cable does not state the basis for

arresting Calderon.* However, the CIA’s copy of this 

cable bears a handwritten notation on its routing 

page. That notation states: "Info from Amb Mann

for Sec Rusk re: ...persons involved with Oswald

in Cuban Embassy." Mann went on to state in urgent 

T-J terms: "They mayrquickly be returned to Havana in

order to eliminate any possibility that Mexican---7^
X f tiRy's 7 7

a (government could use them as witnesses.^ (Ibid. 2^^ 

According to CIA files, Calderon made

reservations to return to Havana on Cubana Airlines on

December 11, 1963, less than four weeks after the Ze’S

assassination. <^(CIA Doc. CSCI-316/01783-65, 4/26/^) 

Calderon, -Azcue and Mxrabal were not arrested

nor detained for questioning by the Mexican federal
7*  7-

police. However, Silvia Duran, a friend and associate

of Calderon's and the one person believed to have
■ W i 7- lTt'O't- i TTS’e.f t
*It is xhe Committee's belief that Mann was prompted 
to request the arrest of Calderon on the basis of 
Gilberto Alvarado Ugarte's allegation that Calderon 
was present at the Cuban Embassy when Oswald 
was allegedly given a sum of money presumably to 

e._assassination of President Kennedy.
1 Tlune^lO G4, Attachmch^C^

carry ou

000077
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had repeated contact with Oswald while he was in 

Mexico City, was arrested and questioned by the __ '^7

Mexican 'police-on -two -separate occasions.,Z (CIA ^ 

Doc. DIR 84950, 11/23/63, CIA Doc. DIR 85471. //•I _  ——----

During her second interrogation, Duran was

questioned regarding her association with Calderon.

There is no indication in the reinterrogation report 

accounting for the questioning of Duran ..aboutCQalderon.

Jj^(CIA Doc. DDP4-0940, 2/21/64) ^The information regarding

Duran's interrogation was passed to the Warren Commission

on February 21, 1964,

Calderon had returned

more than two months after

to Cuba; (Ibid.).

Information was reported to the CIA during

May 1964, from a Cuban defector, tying Luisa 

Calderon to the Cuban Intelligence apparatus. The 
defector, Af^KJG-1, was himself a Cuban Intelligence 

Officer who supplied valuable and highly reliable 
information to the CIA regarding Cuban Intelligence _ / 7

operationSjJ^ (CIA Doc., Memorandum of Joseph LaAgS’sch-— 

.to Chief, Office of Security, 6/23/64) Calderon's

gfesafieatieR; rfA — o09078 .. o f*
। CJpsdfied, by derivation: C - Bsrk 

Classified ay derivation: _______
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ties to Cuban intelligence were reported to the

Commission on June 18, 196 Doc. FOIA #739-31

6/19/64)^'However, the Committee has determined from 

its review that the CIA did not provide Calderon's 

conversation of November 22 to the Warren Commission. 

Consequently, even though the Warren Commission was aware that

000073

aassiUed by derixqtipn: assitiea oy derivation:
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Calderon had connections to intelligence work, 

as did other Cuban Embassy officers, the vital 

link between her background and her comments 

was never established for the Warren Commission 

by the CIA. The Agency’s oversight in this 

regard may have forclosed the Commission from 

actively pursuing a lead of great significance.

Calderon's 201 file revealsJ that shez 

/arrived in Mexico City from Havana on January 16, 
/ 
1963, carrying Cuban Passport E/63/7. Her date 

of birth was believed to be 1940 (CIA Doc. Dispatch 
>4 Lu.-.-S- ; ' "■

.L HMMA21612, no-date—given) Calderon's presence in 
■ \ 

iMexico City was first reported by the CIA on July 

f 15, 1963 in a dispatch, from the CIA's Miami field j ’ \
j office to the CIA’s Mexico City station and to the 
Ii Chief of the CIA's Special Affairs Staff (for Cuban 
operations) . (CIA Doc. Dispatch\JFCA-10095, 7/15/63) 

f
i That dispatch had attached to it a report containing 

d-K I '/ \
,, I biographic data on personnel then assigned to the

f / ' \
> Cuban Embassy in Mexico City. At page thred-pf the 

j attached report Luisa Calderon was listed as Secretary 
f .
I of the Cuban Embassy's commercial office. The

i
' , - 008080
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notabion indicated that are^ort was pending on .
■■•••• No such report is present

Calderon. (Ibid. , p< 3 of attachment) The in Calderon's
' I 201 File

Agency has attempted, without success, to locate

the report

Luisa Calderon's association with the Cuban

DGI was first recordedjby the CIA on May 5, 1964.

/ (CIA"T5oc."^Blind Memorandum of i Ha roFOIA
--C--

1 68-290

Chief of Counterintelligence for the Special Affairs

Staff, reported the results of his debriefing of

the Cuban defector -AMMtJG-1. The .memorandum stated

that AMMuG-1 had no direct knowledge of Lee Harvey

Oswald or his activities but was able to provide

items of interest based upon the comments of certain

Cuban Intelligence Service officersi (Ibid.H Specifically 
Pc

AMMUG-1 was asked if Oswald was known to the Cuban

intelligence services before November 23, 1963.

-1 told Langosch "Prior to October 1963, Oswald

J

&

visited the Cuban Embassy in

1

Mexico City—on two or
- .«■

three occasions. Before, during and after these

visits, Oswald was in contact with the Direccion

Classification: fiOQOSi
Classified by derivation:
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General De Intelligentsia (DGI) , specifically 

with Luisa Calderon, Manuel Vega Perez, and 

Rogelio Rodriguez Lopez."

Langosch thereafter wrote that Calderon’s 

precise relationship to the DGI was not clear.

As a comment to this statement,*-he  set forth the 
/

CIA cable and dispatch traffic which recorded her 

..arrival in Mexico during January 1963 and departure 

for-Cuba within one month after the assassination. 
/ ■' '■>QlbidJ^z

On May 7, 1964, Langosch recorded additional 

information he had elicited from AMM0G-1 regarding 
Oswald’s possible... contact with the DGI.^x^CIA ’Doc 'S 

FOIA 687-295, attach. 5/7/64) (^Paragraph 3 of 

this memorandum stated in part:

"a. Luisa Calderon, since she returned 
to Cuba, has been paid a regular 
salary by the DGI even though she 
has not performed any services. 
Her home is in the Vedado section 
where the .rents are high.

b. Source (AMMtTG) has known Calderon 
for several years. Before going 
to Mexico, she worked in the 
Ministry of Exterior Commerce 
in the department which was known 
as the "Empress^Transimport." 
Her title was Secretary General 
of the Communist Youth in the^—— 
depart men o u s
sentence. ulbid'J)

Classification:______ *______ _
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On May 8 Langosch further disclosed AMMUG’s 

knowledge of the Oswald case^. (Ibid, attach. '5'1' "') 

Langosch paraphrased -AMMUG' s knowledge of Calderon

as follows:

I thought that Luisa Calderon might have 
had contact with Oswald because I learned 
about 17 March 1964, shortly before I made 
a trip to Mexico, that she had been 
involved with an American in Mexico. The 
information to which I refer was told to 
me by a DGI case officer... I had commented 
to (him) that it seemed strange that Luisa 
Calderon was receiving a salary from the 
DGI although she apparently did not do 
any work for the Service. (The case’officer) 
told me that hers was a peculiar case and 
that he himself believed that she had been 
recruited in Mexico by the Central Intelligence 
Agency although Manuel Pineiro, the Head 
of the DGI, did not agree. As I recall, 
(the case officer) had investigated Luisa 
Calderon. This was because, during the time 
she was in Mexico, the DGI had intercepted 
a letter to her by an American who signed 
his name OWER (phonetic) or something 
similar. As you know, the pronunciation 
of Anglo-Saxon names is difficult in 
Spanish so I am not sure of how the name

‘ mentioned by')Hernandezj should be spelled. 
It could have been "Howard" or something 
different. As I understand the matter, 
the letter from the American was a love 
letter but indicated that there was a . 
clandestine professional relationship 
between the writer and Luisa Calderon.
I also understand from (the case officer) 
that after the interception of the letter 
she had been followed and seen in the 
company of an American. I do nertyknpw i£— / 
this could have been Oswald. (Ibidr'TT'"25'

Classification:--------------------------- 000083
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On May 11, Raymond Rocca wrote a memorandum

to Director Richard Helms regarding the information —/'/z __ 
a v— ft- i
Swenson ^ad elicited from AMMUGj (CIA Doc. FOIA Ji 87-29 5',

5/11/64, Rocca Memorandum) R^cca proposed that "the

DDP in person or via a designee, perferably the 
/W

former, discuss the AMMUG-1 situation on a very

restricted basis with Mr. Rankin at his earliest

convenience either at the Agency or at the Commission

headquarters. Until this takes place, it is not 

desirable to put anything in writing.k (Ibid. p.

On May 15', 1964, Helms wrote Rank in'" regarding

AMMfJG’s information about the DGI, indicating its __ /
^sensitivity and_op.erational significance./-'' (CIA ~Doc^

X-^_FOIA 697-294, 5/15/64, Helms Memorandum)J^Attached

to Helms’ communication was a paraphrased accountingy \ 

of Langosch's May 5 memorandum.( (Ibid.) 1 In that

attachment the intelligence associations of Manuel

Vega Perez and Rogelio 'Rodriguez Lopez were set forth.

However, that attachment made no reference whatsoever 

to Luisa Calderon.

Howard Willens of the V7arren Commission

requested as a follow-up-to the May 15 memorandum.

Classification:
00003’
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access to the questions used in Langosch’s

& ■ < interrogation of AMfrG*. (CIA Doc. FOIA 739-316, 6/19/64

^Memorandum) „-0n"June 18, 1964 Arthur Dooley of
Rocca!s Counterintelligence ^search and Analysis

& I
group took the questions and -AMMUG’s responses to 

the Warren Commission’s officers for Willen's review.

Willens saw Langosch's May 5 memorandum. The only 

mention of Calderon was as follows: "The precise 

relationship of Luisa Calderon to the DGI is not

I
clear. She spent about six months in Mexico from 

z-'' S'' 'y1'
which she returned to Cuba early in 1964. (‘ (Ibid. J 

However, Willens was not shown Langosch’s 

memoranda of May 7 and May 8, 1964 which contained 

much more detailed information on Luisa Calderon, 

including*her  possible association with Lee Harvey • 

Oswald and/or American intelligence^ (Ibid!)*/

The Warren Commission as of June 19, 1964,

had little if no reason to pursue the Luisa Calderon

lead. It had effectively been denied significant

* It should be noted that these memoranda of May 5, ||
7, 8, 11 and June 19 with attachments, are not ®
referenced in the Calderon 201 file. (See CIA '
Computer printout of Calderon 201 file) Their 
existence was determined by the Committee's 
indepencjaltHsstfrcetifltf: other agency files. ||

z , 000085 *
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background information. This denial may have 

impeded or prevented the Commission's pursuit 

of Calderon’s potential relationship to Oswald 

and the assassination of President Kennedy. But 

even if the Warren Commission had learned 

of Calderon's background and possible contact with 

Oswald it still had been denied the one significant 

piece of information that might have raised its 

interest in Calderon to a more serious level. The 

Warren Commission was never told about Calderon's 

conversation of November 22, 196(4).

t
I

I
I
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Calderon
7^
/ reference to the conversation nor does it indicate

that it was ever made known to or provided the < 

Warren Commission for its analysis. (CIA Compute^z7

print-out of Calderon 201 file)
OCSMl

In an effort to determine the manner in which the

treated the Calderon conversation this Committee

posed the following questions to the CIA:

1. Was the Warren Commission or any Warren 
Commission staff member ever given access 
to the transcri-pt'-of- a tele-phone—soiwersa- 
frj,QELr. dated November 22, 1963, between a 
female employee of the Cuban Embassy/ 
Consulate in Mexico City, identified 
as Luisa, and an unidentified male speak
ing from outside the Cuban Embassy/Con- 
sulate? If so, please indicate when 
this transcript was provided to the Warren 
Commission or its staff, which CIA official 
provided it, and which Warren Commission 
members or staff reviewed it.

2. Was the Warren Commission or any member 
of the Warren Commission or any Warren 
Commission staff member ever informed

Classification:

Classified by derivation: 
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orally or in writing of the substance of the 
above-referenced conversation of November 22 
1963? If so, please indicate when and 
in what form this information was provided 
nd—which^CIA official provided it 
request ietter~Of~August-2^7

(H

The "CTA-^eanonded by memorandum:

"Although the (Mexico——Gbatien considered 
the conversation of sufficient possible 
interest to send a copy to headquarters, 
the latter apparently did nothing with 
it, for there appears to be no record in the 
Oswald file of such action as may have 
been taken. A review of those Warren 
Commission documents containing information 
provided by the Agency and still bearing a 
Secret or Top Secret classification does 
not reveal whether the conversation was /^O 

... .given- or shown-to., the Commission £5
(CIA Doc., Memorandum Regarding Luisa^j) 

^Calderon conversation, p. 1) . ._

The available evidence thus supports the 

conclusion that the Warren Commission was never

given the information nor the opportunity by 

which it could evaluate Luisa Calderon’s 

significance to the events surrounding President 

Kennedy’s assassination. Had the Commission been 

expeditiously provided this evidence of her 

intelligence background, association with Silvia 

Duran, and her comments following the assassination, 

it may well have civen more serious investigative _________ _ei^ia^ yZc 000^8

'| —Gt—Berk
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consideration to her potential knowledge of Oswald 

(This form is to be used for material extracted and the $ogfl^le involvement in

a conspiracy to assassinate President Kennedy.

Two difficult issues remain which are raised 

by the Committee’s finding. First, why didn't 

the Agency provide the Calderon conversation to the

• Warren Commission; secondly, why didn’t the Agency 

reveal to the Warren Commission its full knowledge 

of Calderon's intelligence background, her possible 

knowledge of Oswald and her possible connection to 

the CIA or some other American intelligence apparatus.

The first question can be explained in benign 

terms. It is reasonably possible that by sheer 

oversight the conversation was filed away and not 

recovered or recollected until after the Warren

Commission had completed its investigation and . , 
p ) Circle

published its report. ’(See above CIA explanation)

As for the Agency’s withholding of information 

concerning Calderon's intelligence background, the 

record reflects that the Commission was merely 

informed that Calderon jnay have been a member of—/ /I 
< . •

the DGI. y^CIA Doc. 5/5/64,)Memorandum))

The memoranda which provided more extensive examina

tion of her intelligence background were not made

Classification:

Classified by derivation: 
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for the Commission’s review. Significantly

memorandum written by Joseph Langosch

his debriefing of 1 indicated that

AMMuS-1 and a second Cuban Intelligence officer

(CIA DocXbelieved Calderon to be a CIA operative

(P FOIA 687-295, attach ,5 is possible

that this information was not provided the Warren 

Commission either because there was no basis in 

fact for the allegation or because the allegation 

was of substantive concern to the Agency. If the 

allegation were true, the consequences for the CIA

t

pl

U

would have been serious. It would have demonstrated 
poSS’loi'C

that a/“CIA operative, well placed in the Cuban Embassy, 

may have possessed information prior to the assassina

tion regarding Oswald and/or his relationship to the 
>

Cuban Intelligence Service . and that Services

possible involvement in a conspiracy to assassinate 

President Kennedy.

Regarding Calderon's possible association

with the CIA, Agency files reviewed reveal no 

osfeensibie connection between Calderon and the CIA.

Classification: 000090
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However, there are indications that such contact

between Calderon and the Agency was contemplated.

A September 1, 1963 CIA dispatch from the Chief 

of the Special Affairs Staff to the CIA's-Chierf 

o-fStation in—Mex±LCO~City states in part:

...Luisa Calderon has a sister residing 
in Reynosa, Texas, married to an American 
of Mexican descent. If (CIA asset) can 
further identify the sister, our domestic 
exploitation section might be in a posi
tion to follow up on this lead...Please 
levy the requirement on_ (CIA asset) at .

^-the-next opportunity.' (CIA
Q1935, 9/1/63 ----————

An earlier. CIA dispatch from the CIA"Chief

of—Station in^Mexico City to the Chief of the CIA's

Western Hemisphere Division records that:

Wilfredo of the Cuban Consulate, Tampico, 
reported that Luisa Calderon has a sister 
residing in Reynosa, Texas...Luisa may go 
up to the border to visit her sister soon— 
or her mother-may—make—the trip—details 

... not. clear ("CIA Doc. 21849, July 3-i>\ 
K 1965) ___ ___ _

At the very least) the above dispatches

evidenced an interest in the activities of Calderon

and her family. Whether this interest took 

the form of a clandestine-agent relationship is 

not revealed by Calderon's 201 file.

Classification: ' ______ __
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The Committee has queried rcSiz-i d Ron) r the

author of the above cited dispatch requesting

that Calderon's sister be contacted by the CIA's 
"domestic exploitation section. "y'“'(HSCAClas^^ 

Staff Interview of David Ronis, 8/31/7f^'“&9®is> 

was a member of the CIA’s Special Affairs Staff

at the time he wrote the dispatch. He worked 

principally at CIA headquarters and was responsible 

for recruitment and handling of agents for collection

of intelligence data. Mr. -Rurris,-when interviewed 

by this Committee, stated that part of his responsi

bility was to scour the Western Hemisphere division 

for operational leads related to the work of the 

Special Affairs staff. *Ron±s  recalled that he 

normally would send requests to CIA field stations 

for information or leads on various persons. Often 

he would receive no response to these requests, 

which normally indicated that no follow-up had

either been attempted or successfully conducted. 

It was Reais' recollection that the above-cited 

domestic exploitation section was a task force 

within the Special Affairs Staff. He also stated 

that in 1963 the CIA's Domestic Contacts Division

Classification:
Classified by dJQv&iUO 9 ^
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might have been requested to locate Luisa Calderon's 

sister. Reais told the Committee that he had no 

recollection of recruiting any person associated 

with the Cuban Intelligence Service. He did recall 

that he had recruited women to perform tasks for 

the Agency. However, he did not recall ever recruiting 

any employees of the Cuban Embassy/Consulate in 

Mexico City. Finally, Mr. -Ronia stated that he had 

no recollection that Luisa Calderon was associated

Various present and former CIA representatives 

were queried whether Luisa Calderon had ever been 

associated with the CIA. The uniform answer was 

that no one recalled such an association^^^-tCitesT^x 

/Exec. Sess. Test, of Richard Helms, 8/9/78, p. 136;

HSCA Class. Depo. of Raymond Rocca, 7/17/78, p. 148;y 

HSCA Staff Interview of Joseph Langosch,' 8/21/78,y
z‘ ••-'V • -r ... ■ *.*■•*  'R-iuoufo, Interview of r •

Thus", ■ -the-Agency"’*'s"file  on Calderon and the 

testimony of former CIA employees have revealed no 

connection between Calderon and the CIA. Yet, as 

indicated earlier, this file is incomplete:the

Classification
000093
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*It is now known that A-l did provide signif^^r^t 
leads to the CIA regarding Luisa CaldercCTi it is 
further apparent that little of this information 
was madeSlMS?ll$5e-b?—pta to the Warren Commission 

tTherefore, the possibility exists that A-l had
I provided other information to derivatiQn:

from CIA controlled documents.)

most glaring omission being the absencej from 
S'" Ca.i4e<-cA "5 

her 201 file./of A cryptic remarks 
following the assassination of President Kennedy^

AMMUG-T - ’T

This Committee’s investigation of Luisa

Calderon has revealed that a defector from the Cuban 

Intelligence Services provided the CIA with signi

ficant information about Lee Harvey Oswald's contacts 

with the DGI in Mexico City. This defector was 

assigned the CIA cryptonym AMMUG"-1 (A-l hffliiaaina.ft' 

CIA files reveal that A-l defected from the

DGI on April 21, 1964 in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada. 

When he defected, A-l possessed a number of DGI 

documents which were subsequently turned over to , / 5 
the CIA. C[ciA DOC.-'GSTft IN. 68894, 4/24 

Following his defection, a CIA officer, Joseph H. 

Langosch, wentv to Canada to meet A-l, debrief him, 

■^and arrange for A-l's travel into the United States. 
' (IbidJ On May 1, 1964, 22 reels of Langosch’s

t-o_t-hp Warren Commission' s work wnic!rrel
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debriefing of A—l were forwarded to the Chief o

Station in Ottawa, Canada^

7763, 5/l/64‘)''-JEf fective on MayT? " A’:rl"r~was*  under

contract with the CIA for operational purposes 

!<CIA Doc. Contract Approving Officer Memo, f>/6/64)

By June 23 1964 Langosch was convinced that A-l

would be of great value to the Agency. He stated:

is no question in my mind thatThere
AMMoGPl is a bona fide defector or /
that he has furnished us with accurate /
and valuable information concerning /
Cuban intelligence^.operations, staffers, ,
and agents. (CIi^/boc^Lasigeseh-Memor<aaM/x ’̂S^

As an officer of the DGI, A-l from August of 

1963 until his defection was assigned to the DGIJs ... Q 

Illegal Section B <£CIA Doc. QTTA IN 68894 4/24/64J__> 

which was responsible for training agents for 

assignment in Latin America. His specific responsi

bility pertained to handling of agent operations

in El Salvador CIA Doc. Personal Record (Juestion-

CIA Doc. Obtain 68894 4/24/64)

A-l identified for the CIA the Cuban Intelli

gence officers assigned to Mexico City. Langosch 

described A-l's knowledge of DGI operations in 

Mexico as follows:

Classification: _______
000095
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In Mexico City, he knows who the 
intelligence people are. One is the 
Cuban Consul Alfredo Mirabal. He is
called the Chief of the Centre. That 
is his title but he is actually the 
intelligence chief> or at least he 
was until the 16th of April at which 
time a replacement was sent to Mexico 
to take over. This fellow's name is
Manuel Vega. The source says that 
the Commercial attache whose name is 
Ricardo Tapia or Concepcion (he is 
not sure which is an intelligence 
officer) and another one is Rogelio. 
( I might say that some...of...these names. . 
are familiar to me^-XXLangosch debriefiifg\ 

5 of reel 4' 4/23/64)

I

I
Thus, A-l was able to provide the CIA soon 

after his defection with accurate information 

regarding DGI operations and DGI employees in 

Mexico City. In Ssr-'t y72.

The Committee has reviewed the CIA’s files 

concerning A-l. This examination was undertaken 

to determine: 1) whether A-l had provided any

valuable investigative leads to the CIA pertaining 

to the assassination of’President Kennedy; and 2) 

whether, if such leads were provided, these leads 

and/or other significant information were made 

available to the Warren Commission.
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The Committee’s initial review of the 

materials provided by the CIA to the Warren 

Commission did not disclose the existence of the 

AMMUG files. However, the Committee did during 

the course of its review examine a file containing 

material passed to the Rockefeller Commission. That 

file made reference to A-l. Included in this

file was a memorandum of May 5, 1964 written by

Joseph Langosch which concerned information A-l O 

provided about the Oswald case.__U'CIA Doc. FOIA €>8-29’0>l 

Memorandum, 5/5/64) Also contained within

this file were the A-l debriefing memorandum of

May 7, and May 8, 1964 previously cited with regar^d-—- Co

to Lnisa_Calderon.<^ (CIA Doc. FOIA #687-295, attach *s 
Z, u\ "X ' - .. .......n....
2 and5)^Following review of the memoranda, the

Committee requested access to all CIA files 
or

concerning referring to A-l.

From review of tifese materials the Committee ,, /?’
/] I ‘; '7 has determined that the Warren Commission did learn r 7x 7.'.., 

during mid-May 1964 that Lee Harvey Oswald probably^

had come in contact with DGI officers in Mexico City.

Classification: 009097
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Prior to^learning of Oswald's probable contact 

with DGI officers, James Angleton, Chief of the 

CIA’s Counter Intelligence Staff passed an internal 

memorandum to Raymond Rocca, also of the Counter

intelligence Staff, which stated that he had been 

informed by the DDP, Richard Helms, that J. Lee 

Rankin had contacted John McCone to request that, 

the Director consent to an interview before the 

Warren Commission on May 14, 1964, (J. Edgar

Hoover also appeared before the Commission on 
that date prior to McCone's appearance)*'  WarrSn-^ 

Commission Report Ppfy^4?)fciA Doc. FOIA 68 9- 2 9 8j^3 

r 5/12/64j) Angleton 

also wrote:

I disposed with Mr. Helms the nature of 
the recent information which you are 
processing which originated _yith the 
sensitive Pvfestern Hemisphere^ source. I 
informed him that in your view this would 
raise a number of-- new factors with the 
Commission, that it should not go to the 
Commission prior to the Director's appear
ance unless we have--f-irst had some pre
liminary reaction or made sure that the 
Director is fully aware of the implica
tions since it could well serve as the 
basis for detailed questioning. The DDP 
stated that he would review this care
fully amd made (sic) a decis-io^ as to 
the question of timing. /(Ibid-.^.

Classification:
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to in Angleton’s memo was A-l. This conclusion is

based in part upon the date of this memo which 

was quite close in time to A-l’s defection. In

addition, Rocca’s staff prepared prior I
to DCI McCone’s appearance before the Warren

a "Brief
Commission for presentation to the Warren Commission

outlining various positions adopted by the CIA vis a 

vis its investigative efforts and assistance to the 

CommissionCIAJDoc. FOIA 695-302-A, 5/14/<4Q^

At Tab E of this brief it states:

Within the past week, significant infor
mation has been developed by the CIA re
garding the relationship with Oswald of 
certain Cuban intelligence personnel in 
Mexico City and the reaction in Havana 
within the Cuban Intelligence Service 
to the news of the assassination of 
President Kennedy. The Commission Staff 
is in the course of being briefed on the 
Cuban asspect./'fibid., Tab

On May 15, 1964, the day of McCone's interview,

the Warren Commission received its first formal^ 

communication regarding A-l. f-"TCIA Doc FOIA 697-294,
__ -- 1 —— _i --------j iji »i— iim_ - miM - niimijn—'-'* <r

5/15/64)^However, the Agency did not ,at that time

identify A-l by his real name or cryptonym' nor did 

the Agency indicate that the source of this information

Classification:
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was a defector then residing under secure cefiffcUtions 
in the Washington, D.C. area. /llbidl^^The May 15 

communication did state thattKe Agency had 

established contact "with a well-placed invidivual 

who has been in close and prolonged contact with 

ranking officers of the Cuban Direccion General de 

Intelligencia. ” (jlbi‘d.j) .

Attached to the May 15 communication was a 

copy of Langosch’s above referenced memorandum of

I

I
May 5, 1964 regarding knowledge of Oswald's pro

bable contact with the DGI in Mexico City. The 

attachment made no reference to the source's status 
as a defector from the DGI. Qlbid., attachm<^P^> 

As set forth in the section of this report 

concerning Luisa Calderon, on June 18, 1964, Howard

Willens of the Warren Commission reviewed Langosch’s

May 5 memo and the questions upon which the informa

tion set forth in the memo was elicited. Neither the 

questions nor the memo shown to Willens made

reference to the source's status as a defector col- ~
X-/ i

labotating with the CIA. <tCIA Doc FOIA 739-319, 

6/19/ 64)

Classification: _ ______________
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Based upon review of the Langosch memoranda, 

the Committee has determined that significant 

information regarding Luisa Calderon,specifically 
of Nov. 22 ^details of her 

her conversation ano*̂ssociation  with Cuban Intelligence 

were from the Warren Commission. This

information as described above, was derived from 
However, 

debriefings of A-l. from the Committee's review 

of the A-l file provided by the CIA, the Committee 

has not found any credible evidence indicating that 

other information provided by A-l to the CIA was 

relevant to the work of the Warren Commission. However, 

in its review the Committee has determined that a 
as 

specific document referenced in the A-l file is • 

not present in that file.

The missing item is of considerable concern to 

the Committee. It is a debriefing„.rap.pr.tof A.-l.^,::'6» ** 

entitled "The Oswald Case. (CIA Doc Piepa-tch UFGW- 
-^035^^?/23/65T^pn March 23, 1965, a CIA dispatch 

records—the transmittal of the report, along with 

eleven other A-l debriefing reports/ (IbidJ) Next to 

the listing of the "Oswald Case" debriefing report 

is the handwritten notation "SI." A CIA employee

who has worked extensively with the^gency files

Classification:____ SJ
Classified by derivation/) f) 0 ~j 0 JL
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system told a Committee staff member that this

notation was the symbol for the CIA component 

known as Special Intelligence. Other CIA 

representatives believed the notation was a

reference to the Counterintelligence component 

CI/SIG. IX a CIA memorandum dated September 27, 

1978, the CIA has adopted the position that 

debriefing Report No. 40 is a duplication of

the original Langosch memorandum of May 5, 1964

concerning AMMUG's knowledge of Lee Harvey >
Oswald's possible contact with the fJe^crrw&1*

has n»+ KfeW fa itj “•

The Committee has questioned A-l s case

officers regarding additional information that A-l may 

have supplied about Oswald. Joseph Langosch, when 

interviewed by the Committee, stated that he did not

have contact with the Warren Commission and does

briefijngs.,was_isupplied to the Warren Commissio

not know what information derived from A-l's de-

HSCA

provided any other informationhe does not. recall- that'A

Staff Interview of Joseph Langosch, 8/21/78; Cite a

........000102
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*The CIA memorandum states in part as follows:

When CI Staff learned of AMMUG-1’s defection 
and considered the possibility that he 
might have some knowledge of the Oswald 
case, CI Staff submitted a list of questions 
to WH (Western Hemisphere) for debriefing 
AMMUG-1...WH desk records reflect that 
AMMUG-1 was debriefed on 4 May 64 regarding 
this questionnaire.../B/ecause the debriefing 
on the Oswald case was handled as a sensitive 
matter, it was dictated directly to a CI 
(Counterintelligence) stenographer on 
5 May 1964. /Note: A-l was debriefed on 
several subjects on 4 May 64. -The procedure 
was to assign each subject discussed a 
debriefing number and they were written 
up in contact report form by the WH case 
officer. The instructions from CI staff 
were to handle the Oswald case debriefing 
very closely and not to keep any copies in 
WH Division/. The "Oswald Case" was 
logged in the WH notebook log as debriefing 
report number 40, but the report itself 
was dictated by the WH Case Officer directly 
to a CI staff stenographer. There would 
be no reason to include the number 40 on 
the report of this special debriefing for 
CI staff, since it was their only debriefing 
report. We are certain it is the debriefing 
report (#40) because-the date is the same; 
it is the only debriefing report on Oswald 
listed in AMMUG-1 records; and it it (sic) 
the.only AMMUG-1 debriefing report in 
Oswald’s 201 file.

(CIA Doc., Memorandum for the Record, -Rogaecking

gas-a, 27'—&epLeudjei, ,1■*̂T8 ,, p. 1)
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on Oswald’s contact with the DGI except for that

set forth in the Memoranda of May 5, 7, and 8

ation th

as discussed herein. Ibid

In a

rega

rther ef

of info

rt to clarify substance 
A-l prpVided zhp' the Cis/ 

ing Oswald*,  the Commit tee,zhas attempted 
to/locate A-l/ The CjZ has XI s° attempted to 
/ / f

locate A-l,/whose ^resent/relatiorjiShip wi£h 

to determine his present whereabouts/^

source of

concern tp-^ this/Committee, particularly in

light of his long association with the Agency. 
r«mcuA> /ithrcj<r<+»

Thus , r-l^r /on / Inf ormati^snl
y/ / / ' f /

may have supplied the CIA about'Oswald. However,

the exception of the Calderon episode and on the 

basis of the CIA's written repcrd, it appears that

\ the CIA provided the Warren Commission with all A-l

information of investigative significance.

A separate question remains, however. The 

Agency, as noted earlier, did not reveal to the

Warren Commission that A-l was present in the

y/Z 900191
i c. Berk _
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*An April 1978 CIA communication to the FBI regarding 
A-l states in pertinent part:

Since 1971 (A-l) has not been involved 
in any CIA operation in Miami or elsewhere.

dC -rtlooeph jMorris is the alias of a CIA
representative who periodically debriefs
(A-l) on personalities and methods of the 
DGI. There is no other CIA involvement with

M Rodriguez. (CIJPnBo^^8e^6-OZ-r-eiA 2^24i7, V/Wr
■J; Vol. 4, A-l File 2^3-449X51)

However, a CIA handwritten index card concerning 
the Agency status of A-l states:

Informed "Calvia" on 15 April 1977 that 
(A-l) is still an active contact, not 
receiving any salary, but could be paid if 
and when used in an operation. No problems 
here. SPOB will keephis^contract in an 
active folder. (ClADSS^^Handwritten Note, 
15 April 1977, containediH^Vol. 4 of A-l file 
■2ei-7‘4'y6Sl-)

■ 000105
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WashingtorfrpnDClA.—oor^a>ll«h<i5,cuiB¥Rife)r controlled 

conditions, accessible to the Commission. Giving 

due consideration to the CIA’s serious concern 

for protecting its sources, the fact that A-l's 

status was not disclosed prevented the Warren 

Commission from exercising a possible option, 

i.e. to take the sworn testimony of A-l as it 

concerned Oswald and the Kennedy assassination. 

On this issue, as the written record tends to 

show, the Agency unilaterally rejected the possibility 

of exercising this option.

In light of the establishment of A-l's 

bona fides^ . ' , his

proven reliability and his depth of knowledge of 

Cuban intelligence activities, this option might 

well have been considered by the Warren Commission.

The AMLASH Operation f
During 1'967, the CIA's Inspector General

issued a report which examined CIA supported

assassination plots. Included in this report

was discussion of the CIA-Mafia plots and an i
Classification
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Agency project referred to as the AMLASH -7^^ 
operatiorf^dlA Inspector General RepoTt™!^^^ 

PP« 1-74, 78-112)/? The AMLASH operation involved 

a higtr^tSveTCuban official (assigned the CIA 

cryptonym AMLASH/1) who, during 1962 while meeting

with a CIA representative expressed the desire to._. ... 
assassinate Fidel Castr^(Ibid., p. 84^ As a 

result of AMLASH’s expressed^'oETective^and the

CIA's desire to find a viable political alternative

to the Castro regime, the Agency subsequently

provided AMLASH with both moral and material

support designed to depose Fidel Castro Ibid.

pp. 80-94) The AMLASH operation was terminated

y the CIA in 1965 as the result of security leaks.

(Ibid. pp. 104-lOoh During 1965, AMLASH and his

conspirators were brought to trial in Cuba for plotting

against Castro. AMLASH was sentenced to death, but

at Castro's request the sentence was, reduced to

twenty-five years imprisonment (Ibid. pp. 107-110).

In its examination of the AMLASH operation

the 1967 IGR concluded that the

direct and indirect support for

Classification
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The most striking example of the CIA's direct 

offer of support to AMLASH reported by the 

1967 IGR states "it is likely that at the very 

moment President Kennedy was shot a CIA officer 

was meeting with a Cuban agent in Paris and giving 

himan assassination device for use against CASTRO."

I

I
The 1967 IGR offered no firm evidence confirming 

or refuting Castro's knowledge of the AMLASH operation

prior to the assassination of President Kennedy. The

1967 IGR did note that in 1965 when- AMLASH—was

tried lh*TLlVcliIa7press  reports of

of AMLASH's association with the

November 1964, approximately one

Cuban knowledge

CIA Were dated from

year after President

Kennedy's assassination/(Ibid. p. ill)

The Church Committee in Book V of its Final

ort examined the AMLASH operation in great detail.

C, Book V, pp. 2-7, 67-j>9)\ The Church

concluded:

Committee

The AMLASH plot was more relevant to the 

Warren Commision work than the early CIA 

assassination plots with the underworld. 

Unilke those earlier plots, the AMLASH

Classification: S
cr 000108
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operation was in progress at the time 

of the assassination; unlike the earlier 

plots, the AMLASH operation could 

clearly be traced to the CIA; and 

unlike the earlier plots, the CIA had

endorsed AMLASH’s proposal for a coup, 

the first step to him being Castro’s 

assassination, despite Castro's threat 

to retaliate for such plotting. No one 

directly involved in either investigation 

(i.e. the CIA and the FBI) was told of 

the AMLASH operation. No one investi

gated a connection between the AMLASH 

operation and President Kennedy's

assassination. Although Oswald had been 

in contact with pro-Castro and anti

Castro groups for many months before the

assassination, the CIA did not conduct

a thorough investigation of questions

of Cuban government or Cuban exile

involvement in the assassination. (Ibid.

Classification:
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In 1977, the CIA issued a second Inspector

General’s Report concerning the subject of CIA 

sponsored assassination plots. This Report, in 

large part, was intended as a rebuttal of the 

Church Committee's findings. The 1977 IGR states: 

The Report (of the Church Committee) 

assigns it (the AMLASH operation) 

characteristics that it did not have 

during the period preceding the assassina

tion of JFK in order to support the SSC 

view that it should have been reported... 
to the Warren Commission^" (1977 IGR p. 

The 1977 IGR concluded that^^ror^Eo^the 

assassination of President Kennedy, the AMLASH 

operation was not an assassination plot.

Nevertheless, the 1977 IGR didjstate:

a
re served to reinforce ..the 
of (tife WarrenzZc6mmis'sion) v 
had/rt takep^a broader view 
jryfof normal avenge of 
jrf) . The^CIA, Jtbo, could 
jred in/speci^ic terms" 
len s^£w in general terms— 
Lityof Soviet or Cuban 
' involvement yn the ^assassination 
because of >tne ten'sions of the time. 
It is not enough to be able to point

Classification: 800110
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to erroneous/criticisms,made today. The Agency /houlcr havZ taken broader
initiative/ then as yweliy That/ z JEl
CIA employees at the tipfe felt/—as f
they obviously die}-—th/t the Activities 
about vrtiich/they .knew/had na relevance 
to the/warrbn Commission iriquiry does
not take the place of a rebord of II

/ conscious review. (Ibid. p. l^J) r

Richard Helms, as the highest level CIA a

employee in contact with the Warren Commission on 8r
a regular basis, testified to the Rockefeller

Commission that he did not believe the AMLASH

operation was relevant to the investigation of

Pregident ...Kennedy ’ s death. \ (Rockefeller Commission

Testimony of Richard Helms, 4/24/75 pp. 389-391,392)

In addition, Mr. Helms tes'tif ledTreSore~ EHTsT

Committee that the AMLASH operation was not designed

to_ be., -an—assassination plot^Exec. Sess. Test, of 

^-Rjchard Helms, 8/9/78, pp. 26-27) .

A contrasting view to the testimony of Mr.

Helms was offered by Joseph Langosch who in 1963 

was the Chief of Counterintelligence for the CIA's Special-^.
__  Affad

The Special Affairs Staff was the CIA component Sta^

responsible for CIA operations directed against 

the Government of Cuba and the Cuban Intelligence

Services (HSCA' Class. Affidavit of Joseph Langosch, 
'■..
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Sept. 14, 1978, p. JJ—✓The Special Affairs Staff 

was headed by Desmond FitzGerald and was responsible 

for the AMLASH operation (SSC, Book V, pp. 3, 8, 79) 

Langosch, as the Chief of Counterintelligence 

for the Special Affairs Staff, was responsible for 

safeguarding SAS against penetration by foreign 

intelligence services, particularly the Cuban s-*™'  
........ —.- L Im-,, 

Intelligence Services^(HSCA Classified Affidavit . 
..   1' * J--------------------------------- \
of Joseph Langosch, 9/14/78, p. 3). It was

Langosch's recollection that:

— the AMLASH operation prior to the 
assassination of President Kennedy was 
characterized by the Special Affairs 
staff, Desmond Fitzgerald (sic) and other 
senior CIA officers as an assassination 
operation—initiated and sponsored by the 
CIA. <Qbid., pC®

Langosch further recollected that as of 1962

it was highly possible that the Cuban Intelligence

Services were aware of AMLASH and his association

with the CIA and that the information upon which

he based his conclusion that the AMLASH
operation was insecure was available to senior level GlX

officials, including Desmond FitzGerald. ((Ibid., p. 4)J)

However, the issue before this Committee is
000112

20C0r°’ 77
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*In response to Langosch’s sworn statements, this 
Committee has received from the CIA an affidavit 
executed by Kent L. Pollock (CIA pseudonym) who "served .
as Executive Officer for Desmond FitzGerald during the
entire period in which he was Chief of the Special Affairs II 
Staff...and disc^sjsed€ wjth him the AMLASH operation as it 
progressed?"/jl^pt'DdcT, Affidavit of Kent L. Pollock, 
executed Qrfr.. '5-, 1^87 p. 1) Mr. Pollock specifically
contested Langosch’s assertion that the AMLASH operation ||
was characterized by the Special Affairs Staff, Desmond 0
FitzGerald, and other senior level CIA officials as an 
assassination operation. In pertinent part, Pollock
drew the following conclusions: £

ITo the best of my knowledge, Mr. FitzGerald ™
considered the AMLASH operation to be a political 
action activity with the objective of organizing
a group within Cuba to overthrow Castro and the ||
Castro regime by means of a coup d’etat. I heard ||
Mr. FitzGerald discuss the AMLASH operation ™
frequently, and never heard him characterize it as 
an "assassignation operation." Mr. FitzGerald 
stated within my hearing on several occasions a
his awareness that coup d’etat often involves $
loss of life. (Ibid., par. 3, p. 2)

He also stated:

Desmond FitzGerald did not characterize the AMLASH 
operation as an "assassieyytion operation"; the 
case officer did not; I, as Executive Officer, never 
discussed any aspect of the AMLASH operation with 
Joseph H. Langosch; the Deputy Chief, the other 
branch chiefs and the special assistants could not 
have so characterized it since they did not know 
about the pen (the pen was specially fitted with a 
hypodermic syringe in response to urgings by AMLASH 
for a means to start the coup by killing Castro.) . 
The case officer offered the pen to AMLASH on the day 
of President Kennedy’s death. AMLASH rejected the 
pen with disdain. /Ibid., par. 4, p. 2/), (Ibid., 
par. 6, p. 3)
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assassination plot prior to President Kennedy's 

death. The broader and more significant issue, 

as the 1977 IGR has identified it, is whether 

the AMLASH operation was of sufficient relevancy 

to have been reported to the Warren Commission.

In the case of the AMLASH operation this 

determination is a most difficult matter to 

resolve. Reasonable men may differ in their 

characterization of the Agency's operational 

objectives.

Based upon the presently available evidence 

it is the Committee's position that such informa

tion, if made available to the Warren Commission, 

might have stimulated the Commission's investiga

tive concern for possible Cuban involvement or 

complicity in the assassination. As J. Lee Rankin 

commented before this Committee:

...when I read. .."the Church Committee's 
report—it was an ideal situation for 
them to just pick out any way they 
wanted to tell the story and fit it 
in with the facts that had to be met 
and then either blame the rest of it 
on somebody else or not tell any more 
or polish it off. I don't think that

Classification:
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could have happened back in 1964.
I think there would have been a 
much better chance of getting to 
the heart of it. It might have 
only revealed that we are involved 
in it and who approved it and all 
that. But I think that woijJLd----—
..have—a t -least- -eome^out H S CA Cl a's^K

kQepo. of J. Lee Rankin, 8/17/78, p.91)y

The CommTBtee~^is~in agreement with Mr. Rankin 

that had the AMLASH operation been disclosed to

I

the Warren Commission, the Commission might have, 

been able to foreclose the speculation and conjecture 

that has s urrounded the AMLASH operation during 

the past decade. As history now records, the AMLASH 

operation remains a footnote to the turbulent 

relations between Castro’s Cuba and the United States.

I
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